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Helsinki, the modern and cosmopolitan capital of Finland situated on the Baltic
Sea, is a city with over half a million residents. Helsinki offers lots to see, do and
experience year round. Discover the maritime appeal, unique design and
architecture attractions, exciting food culture, great shopping opportunities and
over 3,000 lively events held each year. Feel the cultural influences from both
the East and West, meet the friendly locals and enjoy the slow rhythm of urban
Helsinki. Explore and be inspired: www.myhelsinki.fi

Events

Helsinki Design Week
Helsinki Design Week is the
largest design festival in the
Nordic countries....
Helsinki Christmas Market
You don’t always have to go up
North to explore Finnish
Christmas: Helsinki ...
Lux Helsinki postponed to
2022
Light festival Lux Helsinki lights
up the city centre ,in the
beginning of ...Matka Nordic Travel Fair p...
Organized annually in January at
Messukeskus Helsinki in
Finland, Matka Nord...
Helsinki Cup Ltd.
Helsinki Cup is a international
junior football tournament and
we have aroun...

Top 5

Amos Rex
Amos Rex is an art museum
where the past, present and
future meet. The iconi...
Helsinki Cathedral
Helsinki Cathedral is one of ten
cathedral churches of the
Evangelical Luthe...
Suomen valokuvataiteen mus...
K1 – the world through
photography. The Finnish
Museum of Photography’s new

... Villa Hakasalmi
Villa Hakasalmi is located
between Finlandia Hall and the
Helsinki Music Cen...
Worker Housing Museum
The nine small stove rooms of
the Worker Housing Museum
provide a glimpse in...

http://www.myhelsinki.fi/


THE CITY

Jussi Hellsten

Helsinki is unique among Northern European 

cities. The lifestyle in the second-most northern

capital city in the world is full of contrasts and

activities in the form of hundreds of events and

friendly people. Helsinki’s identity has been

formed by cultural inuences from both the East

and West.

The archipelago that surrounds Helsinki with 

hundreds of tiny islands creates an idyllic

environment for cruises, for example.

Over 450 years of history, several architectural 

layers and the impact of dierent periods can be

clearly seen in Helsinki. Finnish design has also

made the country’s capital city world famous.

The beauty of the surrounding nature blends 

seamlessly together with high-tech

achievements, while old traditions mix with the

latest contemporary trends. The city centre has

many beautiful parks, and the nearby forests

oer an ideal setting for peaceful and quiet

walks.

Helsinki’s rhythm is laid back yet at the same 

time refreshingly active in terms of both the

number and quality of restaurants and

nightclubs.

Everything is nearby – Helsinki is a pocket-sized 

metropolis that is ideal for visitors!

TOURS & ACTIVITIES

Kalle Kataila/ Metsähallitus

Helsinki Nature by Fatbike

Helsinki Nature by

Fatbike takes you around

dirt roads and paths in

the nature of Eastern

Helsinki. The trails are

not only in the forest,

much of it is also along the coast line so there 

are beautiful views of the archipelago and the

sea. This tour is 3h long and the bike, a helmet, a

snack bar and professional guiding is included.

The tour starts from and ends at the Vuosaari

Paddling Center and the fatbikes are

single-speed bikes and they have both a foot

brake and a hand brake.

The season start early winter

Photo: Natura Viva

Address: Harbonkatu 13, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 2924030

Internet: https://www.naturaviva./en/vuosaari/fatbiketours

Email: info@naturaviva.
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Helsinki Citycopter - Helicopter Sightseeing
Tours

Take in all of the city

sights and enjoy the

exotic Nordic views on

one of Helsinki

Citycopter's award

winning Helicopter

Tours! Helsinki Citycopter oers reliable 

Helicopter ights, trips to archipelago and

charter ights all around Finland. The

convenient limo service will pick you up for your

ight anywhere in Helsinki Metropolitan area

and drop you o after your ight in case you are

not right next to a helipad. Save time, avoid the

crowds and get the best photos!

Photo: Skyjphoto / Jesse Kettunen

Address: Helsinki-Malmi Airport, Helsinki, Finland

Phone: +358 (0) 400 772 692

Internet: www.helsinkicitycopter.com

Email: info@helsinkicitycopter.com

REDRIB ICE EXPERIENCE

Try an unforgettable

experience in a

Hovercraft! Over

breaking ice or snow, we

head for the empty

archipelago deep frozen.

Wearing a survival suit you can experience how 

it feels oating among ice rafts staying

completely  warm and dry. Running on oating

ice rafts is great fun too! Barbecue lunch on a

camp re is a perfect end to a perfect day.

Transfer Helsinki / Airport available.

A Hovercraft is a safe and comfortable craft 

designed to move over almost anything. Water,

ice, snow and breaking ice is no problem. The

heated cabin and our equipment will keep you

warm and dry in all conditions. Our guides and

drivers are all professionals with a lot of

experience of archipelago and winter conditions.

Safety rst!

Photo: Leif Rosas

Phone: +358 40 5005271

Internet: http://www.redrib./

Email: info@redrib.

Swimming Stadium

Swimming Stadium is the

place to be in

summertime! Designed

by architect Jorma Järvi,

the Swimming Stadium

was built for the 1940

Olympic Games, which – due to the outbreak of 

war – were cancelled. It later went on to host

part of the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games. Today

Swimming Stadium is not only for swimming, but

there is also many possibilities to exercise inside

the Stadium and also outdoor.

Open during summer season

Photo: Konsta Linkola/Liikuntavirasto

Address: Hammarskjöldintie 5, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 87854

Internet: https://servicemap.hel./unit/41047

Email: liikuntavirasto.viestinta@hel.

Royal Line

Royal Line is a local

family run business with

75 years of experience,

along with its long

traditions,

professionalism and

quality of service ensures its customers an 

unforgettable experience in Helsinki. The guests

of Royal Line will enjoy the beautiful landscapes

Destination: Helsinki
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of the magnicent archipelago of Helsinki whilst

enjoying delicious, local, and fresh produced

dishes prepared by the chefs on board. In honour

of the 75th anniversary, Royal Line launches a

new restaurant boat M/S Helsinki in 2020.

Photo: Royal Line Oy

Address: Cruise departures from Kauppatori / Helsinki

Market Square

Phone: +358 (0) 207 118 333

Internet: www.royalline.

Email: info@royalline.

Kumpula outdoor swimming pool

Cozy outdoor swimming

pool in the heart of

Kumpula, just a bus ride

away from the centre of

Helsinki. Relax, swim,

exercise and have a

sauna in peaceful neighbourhood.

Open during summer season.

Photo: Akifoto oy/ Liikuntavirasto

Address: Allastie 1, 00560 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 87477

Internet: https://servicemap.hel./unit/40823

Email: liikuntavirasto.viestinta@hel.

Summer day in the wilderness

Escape the city heat and

explore a national park!

This o the beaten path

excursion highlights what

makes Finland a top

outdoor destination. Get

an authentic nature experience in one of 

Finland's oldest national parks: Liesjärvi. During

this guided day trip, you will have a peaceful

walk through the national park while testing

your senses and feeling the benets of the forest.

During the trip enjoy a Finnish-style lunch over

a campre. Also available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet:

https://taigatimes.com/summer-day-in-the-wilderness/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Mushroom hunting

Discover a foragers

paradise on this day trip

to a pristine Finnish

national park. This

excursion starts from

Helsinki and takes you to

Liesjärvi national park. From the end of summer 

until late autumn, the park is a mushroom

utopia. If you want to go to the best mushroom

hunting spots in the national park and enjoy a

Finnish-style lunch cooked over a campre then

this trip is for you. Also available as a private

tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet: https://taigatimes.com/mushroom-hunting/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Winter wonderland hike

This day trip from

Helsinki takes you to

Liesjärvi national park

and gives insight into the

secrets of a winter forest.

Winter allows us to

witness the forest in its mystic grandeur where 

you experience a peaceful silence throughout the

woods. This winter wonderland hike is perfect

for those who want to escape the city. Go for an

adventure into the forests of Finland and enjoy a

hot lunch and coee by the re served inside of a
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wilderness hut. Also available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet: https://taigatimes.com/winter-wonderland-hike/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Beginners snowshoe excursion

This fun and easy-going

day trip will teach you the

basics of snowshoeing.

From Helsinki to Liesjärvi

national park where our

adventure begins, the

guide will teach you all you need to know about 

snowshoeing. This excursion takes place inside

of a breathtaking forest and includes a

Finnish-style lunch cooked inside of a wilderness

hut. The small group size oers an intimate

experience in nature and allows your guide to

attend to individual questions and needs. Also

available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet:

https://taigatimes.com/beginners-snowshoeing-excursion/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Winter archipelago excursion

Immerse yourself in the

wild side of Finland's

archipelago. During this

half day excursion, you

get to enjoy the quiet and

magical winter forest and

freezing waters of the sea in the archipelago. 

Lunch will be cooked and you can warm up over

a campre with a beautiful seaside view. This

day trip starts from Helsinki and takes you to

Porkkalanniemi; a scenic peninsula where you

have a good chance to see deer, foxes and other

wildlife! Also available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet:

https://taigatimes.com/winter-archipelago-excursion/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Finnish Smoke Sauna

Experience the smooth

and authentic smoke

sauna like the locals. The

sauna is located on the

beautiful Kuusijärvi lake

which is surrounded by

pristine Finnish forest. The smoke sauna will be 

a mixed sauna so you need to bring a swimsuit.

There is a lake just outside the sauna where you

can go for a swim and if you are brave enough in

the winter, you can go for the famous arctic dip!

Also available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet: https://taigatimes.com/nnish-smoke-sauna/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Nature at night

Experience nature at

night on this excursion

into a national park by

nightfall. This short

evening trip starts from

Helsinki and takes you to

Sipoonkorpi national park; home of the 

eagle-owl. Walking through a forest after dark is

a wonderful experience and will surely be an

emotional ride for those who have never done it.

After a day in the city it is time to discover a new

side of nature and wildlife. Warm up by the
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campre and cook sausages with hot drinks! Also

available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1 , 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet: https://taigatimes.com/nature-at-night/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Vuosaari Paddling Center

From the Vuosaari

Paddling Center you can

rent a kayak and

experience the Helsinki

archipelago. The Vuosaari

Paddling Center rents

mainly kayaks (single and double kayaks), but 

they have also canoes, SUP boards, fatbikes and

even a rowboat. The paddling center is located in

Eastern Helsinki, a metro ride or a 30min car

drive away from the city center. The Helsinki

archipelago is well worth a visit!

Tours during summer season.

Photo: Naturaviva

Address: Harbonkatu 13, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 2924030

Internet: www.naturaviva.

Email: info@naturaviva.

Berry picking and wildlife

This day trip is packed

with superfoods,

adventure, and a unique

experience inside of a

remote national park.

During this guided tour

you get to pick Finnish superfoods such as 

blueberries and lingonberries. Trip starts from

Helsinki and takes you to Liesjärvi national park

where you will enjoy a Finnish-style lunch

cooked over a re. The day will be complete with

your belly full of berries and you will be fully

charged from this wonderful nature experience.

Also available as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet: https://taigatimes.com/berry-picking-and-wildlife/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Yrjönkatu swimming hall

The swimming hall was

inaugurated on 4 June

1928. For decades it was

Finland’s only public

swimming hall. The hall is

architecturally valuable,

serving as an impressive example of the classism

of its time. Over the decades it has retained its

original appearance. There are separate

swimming sessions for men and women, with

bathers having the choice of whether to wear a

swimming costume or not.

Photo: Liikuntavirasto

Address: Yrjönkatu 21 B, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 87401

Internet: https://servicemap.hel./unit/41102

Email: liikuntavirasto.viestinta@hel.

An exciting day trip to Kouvola is waiting for
you!

Repovesi National Park

hills and clis challenge

keen hikers and climbers.

Highlights for families

include the Lapinsalmi

bridge, the hand-operated

Fox's Ferry, cosy Lapp-style huts for rent, and 

ne views over the treetops from the park's high

spots. In addition to beautiful nature, you can

explore living history in the UNESCO World

Heritage Site Verla Groundwood and Board Mill.

Destination: Helsinki
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You’ll step into the end of the 19th century and

see architectonically valuable buildings and an

old factory.

Photo: VisitKouvola

Internet: www.visitkouvola./en

Autumn day in the wilderness

Explore an o the beaten

path national park and

capture the colours of

autumn. This day trip is

easy to join and includes

a delicious lunch cooked

over a campre. The day starts from Helsinki 

and gives you an authentic nature experience in

one of Finland’s oldest national parks: Liesjärvi.

As your guide leads you through the forest there

will be many points of interest while you

experience cool rustic autumn air which will

leave you feeling 100% charged! Also available

as a private tour.

Photo: Taiga Times

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 1, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358405605305

Internet:

https://taigatimes.com/autumn-colours-in-the-wilderness/

Email: info@taigatimes.com

Helsinki by Kayak

Helsinki by Kayak is a

daily guided 3h paddling

trip that takes you

through the Eastern

Helsinki archipelago to

one of its islands. On the

island you stop for a while to eat sandwiches and

to enjoy the nature. This tour is suitable for

beginners and experts alike.  The tour includes

transportation to and from the city center, a

professional guide, sandwich and water bottle,

and the kayak and paddling gear. The tour’s total

duration, including transportation is 4 ½hours.

Season: May to September

Photo: Natura Viva

Address: Harbonkatu 13, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 2924030

Internet: www.naturaviva./en/vuosaari/kayaktours

Email: info@naturaviva.

Snowmobile tour in Helsinki archipelago

Experience the frozen

Gulf of Finland and snowy

woods. Snowmobiling is a

fun way to explore

Helsinki and Sipoo

archipelago during

winter.

The snowmobile tour covers an easy and 

beautiful route around nearby forest trails and

frozen sea. The snowmobile safaris always

include a break at one of the islands when you

can relax and enjoy lunch/snacks and hot drinks

by the campre.

Transfer from Helsinki included. Pickup from the

Senate Square 09.00 Am

Photo: Burn Out City Events

Address: Alexanterinkatu 22 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358505520857

Internet:

https://burnoutcity./en/snowmobile-safaris-in-helsinki/

Email: info@burnoutcity.

Design Walk Helsinki

On the famous Design

Walk you will learn the

history of how design

became a lifestyle for the

Finns. During the tour

you will also meet the

Destination: Helsinki
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fresh faces of Finnish design while admiring the 

architecture of the design quarters and doing

shopping at the fascinating boutiques.

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        "

Photo: Happy Guide Helsinki

Address: Korkeavuorenkatu 23, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 44 5020066

Internet: www.happyguidehelsinki.com/

Email: happyguidehelsinki@gmail.com

Luxurious Baltic Sea Roundtrip Cruise

The Helsinki-Stockholm-H

elsinki route is served by

two of the most unique

cruise ships in the world,

the sister ships Silja

Symphony and Silja

Serenade. The heart of these two ships is the 

lively 142 m long Promenade. The recently

renovated, elegant cruise ships oer versatile

activities for a memorable cruise – international

entertainment, shopping for top brands at

tax-free prices as well as a real casino

atmosphere, spa-area and many restaurants for

all tastes! Departures daily.

Photo: As Tallink Grupp

Address: Olympia terminal, Eteläsatama (South Harbor),

Olympiaranta 1 00140 Helsinki

Phone: +49 (0)40 547 541 222

Internet: https://www.tallinksilja.com/silja-resort?utm_source

=arrivalguides&utm_medium=partner&utm_campaign=helsi

nki_arrivalguides_helsto

Email: international.sales@tallinksilja.com

City of Hyvinkää
Hyvinkää oers

opportunities for dierent

kinds of cultural, outdoor,

and sports experiences all

year round. The city is

known for the Sveitsi

nature park and the Finnish Railway Museum. 

The old Wool Mill area functions as a popular

venue for events. Hyvinkää oers bike paths,

cross-country skiing paths and a downhill

skislope. Hyvinkää’s Sveitsi area  has the most

versatile leisure centre in southern Finland, the

Sveitsi Leisure Centre, which provides diverse

leisure activities.

Photo: City of Hyvinkää/ Discovering Finland

Address: Visit Hyvinkää self-service tourist information Maps

and brochures. Shopping centre Willa, Torikatu 7

Phone: + 358 400 269 831

Internet: www.visithyvinkaa.

Email: visit@hyvinkaa.

Eckerö Line Day Cruise to Tallinn

Helsinki and Tallinn are

unique as they are

capitals that are adjacent

to one another, enjoying

their proximity and

constituting a common

economic and tourist area. Two hours and 15 

minutes on board of quick and convenient MS

Finlandia and you get to wonder the fairy

tale-like Old Town of Tallinn or walk in the

modern city of Helsinki. With Eckerö Line these

two capital cities are just a short cruise away!

Photo: MS Finlandia

Address: West Terminal 2, Tyynenmerenkatu 14, Helsinki

Phone: +358 6000 4300 (1,75 €/call + local call cost)

Internet: www.eckeroline.com

Email: info@eckeroline.
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Treetop Adventure Huippu

Hear the call of the

treetops! Treetop

Adventure Huippu is a

superb high ropes

adventure area where

active adventurers move

from tree to tree. Huippu is located at 

Leppävaara Sports Park in Espoo, only a 12

minute train ride from Helsinki Central Railway

Station. Next to Huippu, you can swim at

Leppävaara lido and swimming hall, have fun at

Angry Birds playground, walk in the forest or

shop at Sello Shopping Centre. Friends of art

should head to Gallen-Kallela Museum.

Open during summer season.

Photo: @dspmedia

Address: Vanha maantie 15, 02650 Espoo

Phone: +358 409669834

Internet: http://www.seikkailupuistohuippu./cms/en/

Email: info@seikkailupuistohuippu.

Free Walking Tour

The quick and easy way

to get familiar with

Helsinki. This walking

tour is a great basic

introduction to the

history and the present of

Helsinki and Finland. You will get hints 

regarding the places, restaurants and attractions

you should visit. This tour is FREE! Tips in cash

are appreciated but completely voluntary.

Photo: Green Cap Tours

Address: Helsinki Senate Square

Phone: +358 46938 4905

Internet: www.greencaptours.com

Email: greencaptours@gmail.com

Mental Walk – Guided Tour In Former
Psychiatric Hospital

Welcome to get acquinted

with the rich history of

the most famous mental

hospital in Finland! The

tour will reveal the

development of

psychiatric care in the country from the middle 

ages until today. You will also get know the

current state of the premises - the area is an

oasis of culture, alternative art scene and also a

haven for wellbeing of mind and the body. The

tour is organized in cooperation with Pro

Lapinlahti and Lapinlahden Lähde.

Photo: Green Cap Tours

Address: Lapinlahdenpolku 1, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 46938 4905

Internet: www.greencaptours.com

Email: greencaptours@gmail.com

Bus & Boat Combination

Take two tours at a time

and save money!

Historical Sightseeing

Cruise - the best way to

see Helsinki from the sea.

Hop-On Hop-O Bus tour

covers all the most important sights you need to 

see in Helsinki! You can also leave the bus at any

of the stops and join tour again with the same

ticket! Both cruise and bus tour are guided in 10

languages.

Season begins early May till late September

Photo: Royal Line

Address: Senate Square/ Market Square

Phone: +358 207 118 338

Internet: http://www.citytour./Bus-and-Boat

Email: sales@citytour.

Destination: Helsinki
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City Center Walking Tour

The profound 2,5-hour

dive into Finnish society!

This tour will give you all

the must know

information on the past

and present of Helsinki

and Finland. From the oldest neoclassical part of

Helsinki the tour will move forward to the

modern functionalist center. During the tour, the

changing architectural styles will give you visual

references of the dierent historical era’s of

Helsinki. You will also get a taste of traditional

Finnish foods. The tour covers the main stories

on politics, wars, economics and history in

general that have shaped our country to what it

is nowadays.

Photo: Green Cap Tours

Address: Helsinki Senate Square

Phone: +358 46938 4905

Internet: www.greencaptours.com

Email: greencaptours@gmail.com

Royal Line Sightseeing Cruise

Enjoy a 1½ hour

sightseeing cruises in the

beautiful archipelago.

Listen to the interesting

commentary while you

enjoy the wonderful

scenery of Helsinki by sea! You will see the 

highlights of the city including the inner bay of

the Suomenlinna Sea Fortres

Season: Spring till late September

Photo: m/s Natalia

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: +358 207 118 333

Internet: royalline./English

Email: royal.line@royalline.

Hop-On Hop-Off CityTour

Explore the highlights of

Helsinki at your own pace

by opting for a CityTour

Hop-On Hop-O bus. You

won’t be tied into a long

itinerary, and can instead

explore the city independently, only visiting 

places that interest you. Choose from 22

dierent stops, including Senate Square, Rock

Church, Parliament, and the Market. You’ll be

able to hop on and o as many times as you like

over 24 hours, audio commentary is available on

board.

Best price available if booked online from 

www.citytour.

Photo: Citytour/ Royal Line

Address: Senate Square, Helsinki

Phone: +358 207 118 338

Internet: www.citytour.

Email: sales@citytour.

Royal Line Dinner Cruise

See the beautiful western

archipelago of Helsinki

while you enjoy a

delicious dinner during

an evening cruise in a

relaxing atmosphere.

Listen to an interesting commentary while you 

try typical, Finnish delicacies prepared by the

ship´s own chef!

Season begins early spring till late September

Photo: Royal Line

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: +358 207 118 333

Internet: royalline./English

Email: royal.line@royalline.

Destination: Helsinki
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Smuggler´s Dinner Cruise

Join the 6 pm Smuggler´s

Dinner Cruise and enjoy

entertaining stories about

Helsinki and the Finnish

prohibition period. The

ship´s own chef prepares

a delicious dinner on board. You can choose 

between a typical Nordic buet and a full dinner

menu. This cruise will take you along the most

beautiful route in the eastern archipelago.

Season begins early spring till late August

Photo: Royal Line

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: +358 207 118 333

Internet: royalline./English

Email: royal.line@royalline.

Historical Sightseeing Cruise

Enjoy the most extensive

sightseeing cruise in

Helsinki! The best views

including the inner bay of

the Suomenlinna sea

fortress. You will see

many islands, the beautiful shores of old city 

districts, famous historical buildings, churches,

icebreakers, harbours, villas, saunas and the zoo.

Historical Helsinki is available only on Royal

Line´s vessels. A traditional archipelago buet is

also available. Extensive and interesting

commentary in 10 languages.

From Helsinki Market Square daily  

Season begins early spring till late September

Photo: Royal Line

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: + 358 207 118 333

Internet: royalline./English

Email: royal.line@royalline.

Royal Line Lunch Cruise

Try a typical Finnish

lunch buet or a delicious

lunch menu while you

enjoy the beautiful

scenery of Helsinki by

sea. Listen to an

entertaining commentary along the route as you 

pass by many landmarks and interesting islands,

including the Suomenlinna Sea Fortress.

Season begins early spring till late September

Photo: M/S King

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: +358 207 118 333

Internet: royalline./Englishne.

Email: royal.line@royalline.

Day Cruise to Tallinn

Discover the medieval

Old Town of Tallinn while

visiting Helsinki! Cross

the Baltic Sea in only 2

hours with the most

modern eco-friendly

Shuttles Star & Megastar. Travel comfortably 

and enjoy the versatile shopping opportunities

and restaurants. Tallink oers up to 6 daily

departures between Helsinki and Tallinn all year

round.

Photo: As Tallink Grupp

Address: Länsiterminaali 2 (West Terminal T2),

Tyynenmerenkatu 14 00220 Helsinki

Phone: +49 (0)40 547 541 222

Internet: https://www.tallinksilja.com/helsinki-tallinn-day-crui

se?utm_source=arrivalguides&utm_medium=partner&utm_c

ampaign=helsinki_arrivalguides_heta_day_cruise

Email: international.sales@tallinksilja.com

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29
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Guided tour at Suomenlinna
During the guided

walking tour an

authorised guide tells

about the 260 years of

eventful history of

Suomenlinna under the

rule of three dierent states as well as the life on

the island today. You will see the most important

sights of the fortress, such as the Great Castle

Courtyard, Piper’s Park and the Dry Dock, which

in its days was among the largest in the world.

Photo: Jussi Hellsten

Address: Suomenlinna C74, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 09 6841850

Internet: suomenlinnatours.com/en/home-en

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com

Guided tour at Vallisaari

The island of Vallisaari is

located next to

Suomenlinna and opens

for the public for the rst

time in May 2016. The

island has been used by

the military since the 18th Century and most of 

the fortications works date from the 19th

Century. Today the island of Vallisaari is a

beautiful old fortress island with well preserved

fortication works and a unique nature. The

island can be reach during the summerseason.

The best way to get familiar with the island is to

attend a guided tour by resrevations for groups.

Photo: Metsähallitus

Address: Vallisaari island

Phone: +358 9 6841850

Internet: www.suomenlinnatours.com

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com

Foxtrail
Foxtrail is a urban

adventure for friends,

families, companies and

groups in which the city

becomes a playing eld

as you follow the foxes

trail. In order to avoid losing track of the fox, the

teams (2-8 persons) have to break codes and

nd hidden messages along the way. But beware

- it can be quite challenging! The clues are tricky

and can only be solved through intelligence and

teamwork. The exciting chase takes you on an

adventure past some of the highlights and

unexplored corners of the city. A new way to

(re)discover Helsinki!

Photo: Pexels.com

Address: Bulevardi 14, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 44 4014576

Internet: www.foxtrail.

Email: info@foxtrail.

Cannon sloop Diana´s public sailings

Experience an 18th

Century Sea Adventure.

During Diana’s sailings

you will see Suomenlinna

from the sea and hear

about the fascinating

history of the archipelago eet. The public can 

choose to assist in raising and lowering the sails,

and a few brave ones can join in with the

rowing. The journey is enlivened by Admiral

Chapman and his crew.

Season starts early Spring

Photo: Ehrensvärd Society

Address: Suomenlinna B 40, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6841850

Internet: www.suomenlinnatours.com

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29
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Guided Smaku-walk in Porvoo

Enjoy delicous food in an

original setting!

Smaku-walk is an unique

culinary experience

created by restaurants in

the heart of Porvoo.

During the guided tour you visit four restaurants,

each oering you a delicious small Smaku dish.

Local products and ingredients are used as much

as possible and the menu has always the

season’s best avours. Your guide will tell you

great stories about the history of Porvoo and you

will learn interesting details about the culinary

culture and heritage in Finland. Enjoy Porvoo in

a new and unique way!  Book your tour seven

days in advance, prices from 63€/per

Photo: SMAKU Porvoo

Address: Adlercreutzinkatu 17, 06100 Porvoo

Phone: +358 19 574 2200

Internet: http://www.porvootours./en

Email: porvootours@porvootours.

Helsinki Card

Helsinki Card is a city

card with a number of

benets that will help you

to discover and

experience Helsinki plus

save money, time and

energy during your visit. Available as a 24h, 48h 

or 72h card.

The card includes:

- FREE Sightseeing tours by bus and by boat (by 

boat May-Sep)

- FREE unlimited travel on public transport and 

Suomenlinna ferry

- FREE entry to major museums and sights

- FREE guidebook incl. maps and complete 

tourist info

- Several discounts in restaurants, shops and 

attractions

Photo: Strömma Finland Oy Ab

Phone: +358 9 2288 1600

Internet: www.helsinkicard.com

Email: sales@stromma.

Helsinki City Pass

All the most important

things with one card!

With your card you get

free Hop-On Hop-O bus

tours, dierent cruises to

choose from and

possibility to get to the Suomenlinna fortress 

during 48H.

Besides of free entrances to the most interesting 

museums, you get also shopping discounts and

benets.

CITYPASS available again from May 2019!

Photo: CityTour

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 19, 00100 Helsinki (CityTour desk)

Phone: +358 207 118 338

Internet: http://www.citypass./Home

Email: sales@citytour.

REDRIB Experience

Did you know that

Finland has over 170.000

islands? Take a day trip

with REDRIB to a public

island where you can nd

basic utilities for grilling

or a sauna bath. Or just jump on for a one hour 

cruise outside Helsinki. You can come directly

from the pier, as you are. REDRIB provides you

with all equpments necessary.

Photo: Leif Rosas

Phone: +358 40 5005271

Internet: http://www.redrib./

Email: info@redrib.

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29
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Planmeca Golf Areena Helsinki Oy
Planmeca Golf Areena Oy is the biggest full 

service golf center in Finland. We oer an

optimal practice environment, a modern

selection of equipment, a cozy cafeteria and a

nice atmosphere. The arena has close to 4000

square meters of practice area, a short game

area covering over 700 square meters, a large

golf store with great selection, a cafeteria and a

golf simulator. Thirty-three hitting bays and

large short game areas with versatile and high

class articial turf oer opportunities to train

almost as if you were out on real grass.

#planmecagolfareena#visitvuosaari

Address: Pallokuja 1, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 850737

Internet: www.planmecaareena.golf/

Email: info@planmecaareena.golf

Päijänne National Park

Päijänne National Park is

a real gem of the Lahti

region where the pristine

waters of Lake Päijänne

wash the sandy shores of

a chain of islands formed

by an esker ridge that dates back to the Ice Age. 

Visit for example Kelvenne island by boat from

Padasjoki or the Pulkkilanharju ridge, an

eight-kilometer long and accessible by road,

oering the spectacular national landscapes.

Photo: Asikkala

Internet: https://www.nationalparks./en/paijannenp

Church of the Cross
Church of the Cross

designed by academician

Alvar Aalto is the main

church in the city of

Lahti. Build in 1978, the

simplied church’s

exterior face opening to the market place is 

dominated by large cross consisting of 52

windows, one for the each week of the year.

Photo: Lassi Häkkinen / City of Lahti

Address: Kirkkokatu 4, 15110 Lahti

Phone: +358 (0)50 577 2928

Internet: http://book.visitlahti./en/to-do/a1143093/church-of-

the-cross/showdetails

Email: lahden.seurakuntayhtyma@evl.

Sibelius Hall

Sibelius Hall located in

the Passenger Harbour in

Lahti, is an impressive

concert and congress

centre combining modern

wooden architecture and

old industrial history in the most interesting way.

The Sibelius Hall has been permanently ranked

among the top 10 music halls in the world and it

is a home concert hall of the Lahti Symphony

Orchestra which has gained worldwide acclaim

under some of the best conductors in the world.

Photo: Visit Lahti

Address: Sibelius Hall, Ankkurikatu 7, 15140 Lahti

Phone: +358 50 398 5812

Internet: https://www.sibeliustalo./en

Email: myynti@kokolahti.
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Foxtrail - Play with the city
Foxtrail is a urban

adventure for friends,

families, companies and

groups in which the city

becomes a playing eld

as you follow the foxes

trail. In order to avoid losing track of the fox, the

teams (2-8 persons) have to break codes and

nd hidden messages along the way. But beware

- it can be quite challenging! The clues are tricky

and can only be solved through intelligence and

teamwork. The exciting chase takes you on an

adventure past some of the highlights and

unexplored corners of the city. A new way to

(re)discover Helsinki!

Photo: Foxtrail

Address: Bulevardi 14, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 444014576

Internet: www.foxtrail.

Email: info@foxtrail.

Kon-Tiki Tours / Kon-Tiki Finland
Kon-Tiki Finland is a DMC and incoming agency 

oering tailor-made tours in Helsinki area and

Lapland for groups planning a visit to Finland.

When your group requires something unique,

then a signature tour can be tailor-made.

Kon-Tiki Finland is an expert in producing travel

experiences that meet the expectations of your

dreams and commitment.

Address: Fredrikinkatu 10 A 24, 00120 Helsinki

Internet: www.kontikinland.com

Email: info@kontikinland.com

Limousine Service Ltd.
Indulge yourself with a

chaueur-driven vehicle.

Limousine Service Ltd.

oers a vast eet for you

to explore Helsinki and

its surroundings at your

own pace. Our multilingual chaueurs and 

top-of-the-line vehicles ensure you the best

experience of this Nordic capital. You may also

book tours to nearby sights, such as Porvoo,

Fiskars, Hanko or even Savonlinna. You will

enjoy complimentary bottled water, umbrellas

and wi- onboard.

Photo: Copyright Limousine Service Ltd.

Phone: +358 9 2797800

Internet: www.limousineservice.

Email: www.limousineservice.

VisitEDUfinn Ltd.

VisitEDUnn Ltd.

organizes visits to famous

Finnish schools. During

the visit, you will have

time to talk with Finnish

teachers and ask about

their teaching practices, methods, or the 

challenges they face during their daily work. The

visit also includes the Finnish school lunch –

famous for being oered to every student for

free. All the visits are guided by a Finnish

education professional.

Photo: Wonsuk Choi

Address: Ensi Linja 1, Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 751 6478

Internet: https://visitedunn.com/school-visits/

Email: https://visitedunn.com/

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29
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Mikkeli - St. Michel, City of Manors and
Gardens in the Lake Saimaa Region

Mikkeli is a historical city

situated on the shores of

the fourth largest lake in

Europe, Lake Saimaa.

Only 2,5 hours away from

Helsinki, Mikkeli is also

easily reachable by public transport. In Mikkeli, 

you will nd the perfect mix of nature

experiences and local life. The many manors and

gardens of the city oer an interesting insight in

to the days gone by, coupled with varied events,

shopping opportunities and fresh, local food.

Take a breather in the city’s many urban parks.

Photo: Visitmikkeli/Kixit

Address: Maaherrankatu 22, 50100 Mikkeli

Phone: +358 44 704 5669

Internet: www.visitmikkeli.

Email: matkailu@mikkeli.

Lahti - Gateaway to Finnish Lakeland

Less than an hour away

from Helsinki, Lahti is a

prefect destination for

day trips. Explore the

Lahti Passenger Harbour

with impressive wooden

concert hall Sibelius Hall, visit Pro Puu wood 

design gallery, pop in to charming cafes and

have a relaxing walk in beautiful Lanu Sculpture

Park. Lahti is also famous for its massive ski

jumping towers – explore the ski museum and in

the summertime visit the top of the ski jumping

tower and dip in the outdoor swimming pool

under the ski jumping hill.

Photo: Mahkonen, KOKO Lahti Oy

Address: Visit Lahti Info, Shopping Centre Trio,

Aleksanterinkatu 18, FIN-15140 Lahti

Phone: +358 (0)300 472 222

Internet: https://visitlahti./en

Email: info@lahtiregion.

Cruise with one day in Stockholm

Enjoy a relaxing cruise

between the capital cities

of Finland and Sweden,

Helsinki and Stockholm.

The Viking Line ships

oer a wide variety of

on-board activities: visit one of the restaurants 

and bars, the tax-free shops or enjoy great

entertainment and music in the nightclub. You

will have a full day at your leisure to explore

Stockholm, Viking Line arrives to a central

location in Stockholm. Daily departure from

Katajanokka harbour.

Photo: Tuomas Uusheimo / Viking Line

Address: Katajanokka harbour, Katajanokanlaituri 8 00160

Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 123 574

Internet: https://www.sales.vikingline.com/nd-cruise-trip/cru

ise/stockholm-helsinki-vv/helsinki-stockholm-cruise/

Email: individual.sales@vikingline.com

A day cruise to Tallinn

A day cruise from

Helsinki to Tallinn, the

capital of Estonia, is a

popular way to do a day

trip from Helsinki. Viking

Line oers up to ve

departures daily – you may choose the best 

option for you. During the day in Tallinn, you

have time to experience the capital of Estonia.

Viking Line arrives to a central location in

Tallinn.

Photo: Ofer Amir / Viking Line

Address: Katajanokka harbour Katajanokanlaituri 8 00160

Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 123 574

Internet: https://www.sales.vikingline.com/

Email: individual.sales@vikingline.com
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Länsi-Uudenmaan Lumo matkailu oy
Enjoy the countryside next to Helsinki! 

Only half an hour drive from Helsinki, stands 

Finlands nest countryside region. The south

coast of Finland has many exotic and beautiful

destinations that oer travellers physical and

emotional pleasure through activities, events,

and cultural sights. Check out the south coast

environment and get familiar with the nature,

local food and cultural sights. There are plenty of

choices to spend the night, just select your

favourite. The Region oers many opportunities

to enjoy your holiday. Go to our website and

check your way to enjoy!

Address: Nummentie 12, 08100 Lohja

Phone: +358 44-7131753

Internet: https://www.visitsouthcoastnland./en/

Email: info@visitsouthcoastnland.

DO & SEE

Lauri Rotko

Helsinki is a great city to wander around in, and 

many attractions are located within walking

distance from the town centre. But, if you need

to rest your legs or maybe don’t have much time,

the tram is an excellent option! It will take you

around the city in an eective way and you will

be able to see many interesting things along your

journey.

Amos Rex
Amos Rex is an art

museum where the past,

present and future meet.

The iconic Functionalist

Lasipalatsi (glass palace)

and the new gallery

spaces under its undulating square provide 10 

000 m2 for unique experiences both under- and

aboveground and on the silver screen of Bio Rex.

Generation 2020, on view 12 Feb – 23 Aug 2020,

presents young art that is on the rise. Dive into

Ancient Egyptian Art and Culture in the Egypt of

Glory exhibition 9 Oct 2020 – 28 Mar 2021.

Photo: Photographer Mika Huisman / JKMM Architects / 

Amos Rex

Address: Mannerheimintie 22–24 00100 Helsinki, Finland

Phone: Customer Service +358 9 6844 460 Open weekdays

1pm – 2pm

Internet: https://amosrex./en/

Email: ttps://amosrex./en/

Helsinki Cathedral

Helsinki Cathedral is one

of ten cathedral churches

of the Evangelical

Lutheran Church of

Finland. It is the main

church of the Diocese of

Helsinki and the Helsinki Cathedral Parish, but 

for many people it is also a symbol of all

Helsinki. The Cathedral is a place of silence, a

church where people come together for divine

service, but it is also a venue for church

concerts. The Cathedral is part of the

Empire-style centre of Helsinki designed by

architect Carl Ludvig Engel.

Photo: Markku Pihlaja

Address: Unioninkatu 29, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 2340 6120

Internet: https://helsingintuomiokirkko./en

Destination: Helsinki
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Suomen valokuvataiteen museo K1 / The
Finnish Museum of Photography K1

K1 – the world through

photography. The Finnish

Museum of Photography’s

new exhibition space K1

opens on August 20th

2020. K1 is located in the

lowest oor of Kämp Galleria. In its exhibitions 

K1 presents the work of the most interesting

international artists and the most thought

provoking Finnish artists. K1 caters not only

aesthetic but also intellectual pleasures. K1

oers a high quality experience in art, social

gathering and Nordic kitchen.

Photo: Illustration: FutuDesign

Address: Kämp Galleria, Pohjoisesplanadi 33, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 6800 307

Internet: https://www.valokuvataiteenmuseo./en

Email: k1fmp@fmp.

Villa Hakasalmi

Villa Hakasalmi is located

between Finlandia Hall

and the Helsinki Music

Centre, near Töölönlahti

Bay. The elegant building

is a ne example of a

Neoclassical villa. The best-known resident of 

Villa Hakasalmi was Aurora Karamzin

(1808–1902). Today, Villa Hakasalmi is a part of

Helsinki City Museum and houses temporary

exhibitions.

Photo: Maija Astikainen / Helsingin kaupunginmuseo

Address: Mannerheimintie 13b, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 3107 8519

Internet: www.hakasalmivilla.

Email: kaupunginmuseo@hel.

Worker Housing Museum
The nine small stove

rooms of the Worker

Housing Museum provide

a glimpse into the history

of everyday life in

Helsinki. Stove ovens,

wash tables and pull-out beds illustrate the life of

working families during dierent phases of the

1900s. The museum is located in a wooden house

built in 1909 with traditional decorative plants

from the yards of Helsinki’s wooden houses

blossoming in the attractive yard in the summer.

Entrance to the Worker Housing Museum is free

of charge.

Photo: Matti Similä / Helsingin kaupunginmuseo

Address: Kirstinkuja 4, 00510 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 3107 1548

Internet: www.workerhousingmuseum.

Email: kaupunginmuseo@hel.

Tram museum

At the Tram Museum, you

can take a seat in an old

tram that instantly

transports you to the

Helsinki of yesteryear.

Let your imagination

wander in the tram hall built in 1900! Sit on the 

driver’s bench, watch old lms and study tram

tickets. The Tram Museum is located in Töölö, at

Korjaamo Culture Factory. Entrance to the Tram

Museum is always free of charge.

Photo: Sakari Kiuru / Helsingin kaupunginmuseo

Address: Töölönkatu 51 A, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 23921

Internet: www.trammuseum.

Email: kaupunginmuseo@hel.

Destination: Helsinki
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Burgher’s House
Slip in through the yellow

gate and get acquainted

with the life of the

middle-class in the 1860s

Helsinki. The Burgher’s

House was completed in

1818. It is the oldest remaining wooden house in 

central Helsinki. Head Fireman Alexander

Wickholm bought the house in 1859 as his home

with his wife Erika and their three children. The

rooms of the house have been restored and

decorated according to information obtained

from estate inventories to illustrate the life of a

wealthy minor oicial’s family.

Photo: Helsingin Kaupunginmuseo

Address: Kristianinkatu 12, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 3107 1549

Internet: www.ruiskumestarintalo./en

Email: kaupunginmuseo@hel.

Suomenlinna Sea Fortress

Suomenlinna is one of

seven UNESCO World

Heritage Sites in Finland

and a fascinating

destination to explore.

There are 6 kilometers of

wall, over 100 cannons, exciting tunnels, 

museums, guided tours, cafés and restaurants.

The ferry ride itself is a fun experience, allowing

you to see and photograph Helsinki from the sea.

Suomenlinna attracts visitors of all ages. The

fortress is easily accessed by ferry from the

Helsinki Market Square all year round. Around

800 people live in Suomenlinna.

Photo: The Governing Body of Suomenlinna / Dorit Salutskij

Address: Suomenlinna island, Helsinki

Phone: +358 295 338 410

Internet: www.suomenlinna./en/

Email: info@suomenlinna.

Ateneum Art Museum

ATENEUM PRESENTS

CLASSICS WITH A

TWIST Ateneum is

Finland’s best-known art

museum and the home of

Finnish art. The

well-loved works in Ateneum's collection cover 

the period from the 19th century to Modernism.

The museum's hugely popular special exhibitions

of Finnish and international art open up new

perspectives into the past and the present.

Reconnect with your old favourites and fall in

love with new ones. Our doors in the heart of

Helsinki city centre are open just for you.

Welcome!

Photo: Ville Malja

Address: Kaivokatu 2, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 (0)294 500 401

Internet: www.ateneum.

Email: ainfo@ateneum.

Temppeliaukio Church

Excavated directly into

solid rock, Temppeliaukio

Church is situated in the

heart of Helsinki.

Because of its

architecture it's one of

the main attractions in Helsinki. The rock walls, 

copper dome and skylight windows create a

unique atmosphere inside the church hall. Due to

its excellent acoustics the church is a popular

venue for concerts. The church welcomes you

every day, please check the homepage for

details. The entrance fee is 4 €, children visit for

free.

Photo: Jussi Tiainen

Address: Lutherinkatu 3, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 23406320

Internet: www.temppeliaukionkirkko.

Destination: Helsinki
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Email: temppeliaukio@evl.

The National Museum of Finland

Housed in a magnicent

Jugend building, the

museum presents the

largest permanent

exhibition of archaeology

in the country and

introduces visitors to Finnish life before 

industrialisation.

Photo: Comma Image Oy/Visit Helsinki Material Bank

Address: Mannerheimintie 34, Helsinki

Phone: +358 259 33 6901

Internet: https://www.kansallismuseo./en/

Uspenski Cathedral

Completed in 1868 in the

Katajanokka district of

Helsinki, Uspenski

Cathedral is the largest

Orthodox church in

Western Europe.

Photo: Helsinki Marketing

Address: Kanavakatu 1

Phone: Tel: +358 9 8564 6100

Internet: www.helsinginortodoksinenseurakunta.

Tori Quarters

Visit Tori Quarters in the

historical centre of

Helsinki to discover the

heart of the old town

meeting the new buzz of

the city. The historical

buildings of Tori Quarters, used for 

administration oices for over 40 years, are now

being renovated, opening up new spaces for new

businesses and Helsinki-dwellers and travellers

alike. In the area you nd a growing number of

cafés, restaurants, design boutiques, craft shops,

creative sector companies and renewed public

space.

Photo: Maija Astikainen / Torikorttelit

Address:

Unioninkatu-Soankatu-Katariinankatu-Helenankatu,

Helsinki

Opening hours: The Tori Quarters project also coproduces

events, rents out empty spaces to interesting pop ups and

events and acts as an enabler for new urban culture. Follow

and nd us at this interesting phase of development!

Internet: www.torikorttelit.

Linnanmäki Amusement Park

Linnanmäki is the most

popular amusement park

in Finland and has the

biggest selection of rides

in Northern Europe.

Come and experience the

world-attraction Taiga, a double-launch coaster 

which will take you upside down four times per

ride! The entrance to the park is free.

Photo: Linnanmäki

Address: Tivolikuja 1, Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 5722 200

Internet: www.linnanmaki.

Allas Sea Pool

Allas Sea Pool, located a

stone’s throw away from

the Helsinki market

square, proudly stands in

one of the best locations

in the city. Open every

day of the week all year round, Allas oers 

traditional Finnish saunas, a heated pool (+27°C/

80,5°F), a sea water pool reecting the

temperature of the Baltic sea and a kid’s pool

during the summer season. The café, restaurant

and terraces complete the oer and invite you to

enjoy the good life by the sea.
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Photo: Eetu Ahanen

Address: Katajanokanlaituri 2, 00160 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 565 6582

Internet: https://www.allasseapool./en/

Email: info@allasseapool.

Seurasaari Open-Air Museum

Seurasaari is a popular

museum island that

shows how Finns lived

from the 1600s to the

1900s. The beautiful

walking paths around the

island are popular all year round.

Photo: Visit Helsinki Material Bank

Address: Seurasaari island, Helsinki

Phone: +358 295 33 6912

Internet:

https://www.kansallismuseo./en/seurasaarenulkomuseo

Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma

Kiasma is closed due to

renovation and will

reopen in spring 2022.

Kiasma breaks the

barriers of traditional art

museums with exhibitions

that provoke and invite debate. The building 

itself is a work of art.

Photo: Comma Image Oy/Visit Helsinki Material Bank

Address: Mannerheiminaukio 2, Helsinki

Phone: +358 294 500 510

Internet: www.kiasma.

Helsinki City Museum

The Helsinki City

Museum is the world’s

only museum focusing on

Helsinki. Personal

experiences and everyday

life of people in Helsinki

are highlighted and reected in the museum’s 

items and photographs. A candy wrapper, a

squeaky steel spring bed and a photo of a suburb

home are precious treasures in the museum.

The City Museum is located in the oldest blocks

of the city near the Senate Square. In the

museum, everyone has the opportunity to fall in

love with Helsinki. Always free entrance.

Photo: Maija Astikainen

Address: Aleksanterinkatu 16, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 36630

Internet: www.helsinkicitymuseum.

Email: kaupunginmuseo@hel.

Didrichsen Art Museum

The Didrichsen Art

Museum, situated on

Kuusisaari island on the

western side of Helsinki,

is a place where art and

architecture meet with

nature. The modernist building, designed by 

architect Viljo Revell, used to be the home of art

collectors Marie-Louise and Gunnar Didrichsen.

Changing exhibitions varying from Finnish to

international art, a unique collection of

Pre-Columbian and Oriental art and a sculpture

park by the sea.

Photo: Didrichsen Art Museum / Rauno Träskelin

Address: Kuusilahdenkuja 1, 00340 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 2193 970

Internet: www.didrichsenmuseum.

Email: oice@didrichsenmuseum.

Löyly

Löyly, an urban oasis

occupying a stretch of

beautiful Helsinki

waterfront, oers a warm

welcome and many

delights for locals and

visitors alike. On a beautiful summer’s day, the 
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sunny terrace is the place to be. Restaurant and

saunas are open daily throughout the year.

Photo: Helsinki Marketing

Address: Hernesaarenranta 4, 00150 Helsinki

Phone: +358 961286550

Internet: www.loylyhelsinki.

Email: info@loylyhelsinki.

Kunsthalle Helsinki

Kunsthalle Helsinki is a

non-prot exhibition

space founded in 1928

and a beautiful example

of 1920’s classicism.

Presenting annually 5–7

major exhibitions and special events, the main 

focus of the exhibition programme lies in

contemporary art.

Restaurant Finnjävel is located in the south 

western wing of the Kunsthalle. Focusing on

Finnish ingredients and Finnish cooking

methods, Finnjävel delves into the past in order

to create the future of Finnish cuisine.

Photo: Angel Gil

Address: Nervanderinkatu 3, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 450 7211

Internet: www.taidehalli.

Email: info@taidehalli.

Helsinki City Theatre

The City Theatre’s

extensive repertoire

includes domestic and

foreign dramas;

comedies; musicals;

productions by its own

dance group, the Helsinki Dance Company; 

children’s plays and plays in Swedish on the

stage of the bilingual theatre, Lilla Teatern.

Photo: Helsingin Kaupunginteatteri  © Arno de la Chapelle

Address: Eläintarhantie 5, 00530 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 3940 22

Internet: www.hkt.

Seurasaari Island

Seurasaari Island, which

was established as a folk

park over 120 years ago,

is one of the cultural

attractions that the City

of Helsinki oers for

tourists. The park also features an open-air 

museum with 87 historical wooden buildings

from dierent parts of Finland. Seurasaari form

a splendid natural venue for organising

traditional festivals and events. One of the oldest

events in Seurasaari is Midsummer Bonres.

Photo: Seurasaari Midsummer Bonres 2016

Address: Seurasaari, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 649 3040

Internet: www.seurasaarisaatio.

Email: info@seurasaarisaatio.

Espoo’s islands and archipelago

Espoo’s lovely islands are

within easy reach from

Helsinki. In summer, a

ferry service will take you

to outdoor recreation

islands such as Iso

Vasikkasaari with an island restaurant.  In the 

mainland, enjoy Espoo’s 40 km long Waterfront

Walkway. There are places to stop for a bite to

eat and drink, and you can try swimming, shing,

kayaking, paddleboarding, a RIB ride or

wakeboarding. During cold winters the frozen

sea oers the perfect setting for skiing,

snowshoe walking and ice shing.

Photo: @dspmedia

Address: Iso Vasikkasaari, Espoo

Phone: +358 981647230
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Internet: http://www.visitespoo./en/experience/archipelago/

Email: visit@espoo.

The Finnish Aviation Museum

The Finnish Aviation

Museum is an exciting

visiting destination for

the whole family, located

in the heart of the

Aviapolis area in Vantaa.

Our collections include dozens of aircraft related

to the history of Finnish aviation. We are a

treasure chest of aeronautical information,

oering something new for everyone, whether

you’re a devoted airplane acionado or a novice.

Fly with us!

Photo: Vantaan kaupungin aineistopankki

Address: Karhumäentie 12, 01530 Vantaa

Phone: +358 9 8700 870

Internet: http://ilmailumuseo./en/

Email: info@suomenilmailumuseo.

Submarine Vesikko

Photo: Juhani Kandell, Finnish Defence Forces 2014

Address: Suomenlinna B 79, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 299 530260

Internet: www.sotamuseo.

Email: sotamuseo@mil.

Vantaa City Museum
Vantaa City Museum's

temporary exhibitions

present the versatile

history of the area. The

museum is situated along

excellent means of

communication, in Tikkurila station area, in the 

old railway station. Admission free!

Photo: Vantaan Kaupunginmuseo

Address: Hertaksentie 1, 01300 Vantaa

Phone: +358 09 8392 4477

Internet: http://www.vantaa./citymuseum

Vallisaari
Vallisaari island can be reached from the 

Helsinki Market Square from May until

September. In addition to its' beautiful scenery

and fascinating history, Vallisaari oers a range

of services for tourists: guided tours, a

restaurant, cafés, exhibitions and events.

Vallisaari is a true nature destination, so

equipping with good shoes is necessary.

Waterbus schedule: www.aavalines. and http://j

t-line./eng/suomenlinna-vallisaari-lonna/timetab

le-vallisaari.

Address: Helsinki Market Square

Phone: +358 40 755113

Internet: www.nationalparks./vallisaari

Email: vallisaari@vallisaari.

Finlandia Hall

Finlandia Hall is one of

the most iconic buildings

designed by

world-renowned Finnish

architect, Alvar Aalto,

and was planned from the

ground up for visitors and a wide range of 

events. In addition to his overall vision for the

building, Aalto designed many of its details, such
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as the lights and door handles, creating

something very unique in the process. Finlandia

Hall is a dynamic, multipurpose venue located in

the centre of Helsinki. Whatever the occasion –

whether it’s a concert, a meeting, or one of the

many other events – there’s always something

happening at Finlandia Hall.

Photo: Olli Urpela

Address: Mannerheimintie 13 e, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 40241

Internet: www.nlandiatalo./en

Email: servicepoint@nlandiatalo.

Ainola - The Home of Aino and Jean Sibelius

Welcome to Ainola! Here

you can learn about the

great Finnish composer

Jean Sibelius and his

family in the setting of his

home and garden. Ainola

is located close to Lake Tuusula in Järvenpää. 

The villa was designed by architect Lars Sonck

and it was the home of Jean Sibelius from 1904.

The composer needed the peace for his creative

endeavours and Jean and Aino Sibelius lived at

Ainola until the end of their lives and their grave

is located in the southern part of the garden, in

the shade of the grand r trees. Ainola museum

has been open to the public since 1974.

Photo: Katri Lehtola 2017

Address: Ainolankatu, 04400 Järvenpää

Phone: +358 9 287 322 (2.5.-1.10.2017)

Internet: www.ainola.

Email: info@ainola.

Helsinki Art Museum HAM
HAM, oicially the

Helsinki Art Museum,

looks after an art

collection that belongs to

the people of Helsinki,

which includes over 9,000

individual works of art. HAM maintains and 

accrues this art collection, which also includes

the city’s public artworks. In its domestic and

international exhibitions held at Tennis Palace,

HAM showcases modern and contemporary art.

Photo: HAM / Maija Toivanen

Address: Eteläinen Rautatiekatu 8, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 87001

Internet: www.hamhelsinki.

Email: ham@hel.

Nuuksio National Park

Nuuksio National Park is

wild woods and lakes on

Helsinki's doorstep, 40

minutes from the city

centre. Escape into wild

natural settings and enjoy

typically Finnish scenery, with lovely lakes, 

forests and crags.  Visitors can feed reindeer in

Finland’s southernmost reindeer park, spend a

night in a Tentsile tree tent, go hiking or

canoeing, forage and prepare wild food or visit

the Finnish Nature Centre Haltia, for example.

NuuksioResort (nuuksioresort.) oers services

for travellers.

Photo: @dspmedia

Address: Nuuksiontie 84, 02820 Espoo

Phone: +358 40 1636200

Internet: https://www.haltia.com/en

Email: nuuksio@metsa.
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Porvoo
Porvoo is the second

oldest city in Finland

from 14th century and it

is located only 50km east

of Helsinki. The city has

over 50,000 inhabitants

and about one third speak Swedish as their 

mother tongue. Porvoo is the most popular day

trip destination in Finland. Over 1,6 million

visitors come every year to admire the colorful

wooden houses and stroll along winding pebbled

streets to enjoy what this city can oer to you.

Photo: Porvoon kaupunki

Internet: www.visitporvoo.

Military Museum´s Manege and Artillery
Manege

The exhibition at the

Military Museum’s

Manege Finnish Defence

Forces 100 Years at War

and Peace portrays the

wars Finland has fought

during its independence: the Civil War in 1918, 

the Winter War in 1939–40, the Continuation

War in 1941–44 and the Lapland War in

1944–45. The exhibition continues in the

adjacent building, Artillery Manege, telling the

story of the Finnish Defence Forces in the

post-war period up to the present day.

Photo: Sotamuseo

Address: Suomenlinna C 77, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 299 530261

Internet: https://sotamuseo./en/frontpage

Email: sotamuseo@mil.

Haltia The Finnish Nature Centre
The Finnish Nature

Centre Haltia is an

ecologically designed

nature center on the

fringes of Nuuksio

National park 40

kilometers from Helsinki. The exhibition space 

features Finland’s most spectacular natural

attractions. Haltia is a great starting point for

any outdoor excursion in Finland. Other services

include a lakeview terrace, daily lunch at  Haltia

restaurant ,  café, changing exhibitions, meeting

rooms, guided tours, activities and events.

Photo: Haltia

Address: Nuuksiontie 84, 02820 Espoo

Phone: +358 40 1636200

Internet: https://www.haltia.com/en

Email: haltia@metsa.

Suomenlinna Museum
The main museum of the fortress is located in 

the Suomenlinna Centre and is open throughout

the year. During the summer season (2 May-30

September) the museum is open from 10 am to 6

pm, and during the winter season (1 October-30

April) from 10.30 am to 4.30 pm. The permanent

exhibition showcases the history of the fortress,

spanning more than 260 years. The entrance fee

includes access to see a short lm about

Suomenlinna’s history, screened every half an

hour in the auditorium.

Address: Suomenlinna C74, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6841850

Internet:

www.suomenlinnatours.com/english/suomenlinna-museum/

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com
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Ehrensvärd Museum
The Ehrensvärd Museum

is located on the original

central courtyard of the

fortress in the

Commander’s House. The

rst occupant of the

building was Augustin Ehrensvärd (1710-1772), 

the founder of the Suomenlinna fortress. The

Ehrensvärd Museum’s collection includes

paintings, furniture, weapons and ship models.

Photo: Ehrensvärd-seura ry

Address: Suomenlinna B 40, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +35896841850

Internet: www.suomenlinnatours.com

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com

Artsi - Vantaa City artmuseum

Artsi is punk. Artsi is

rock. Artsi is polyphonic.

Artsi specialises in

graiti, street art and

performance. Artsi is a

precursor, paving the way

for fresh contemporary art – with an 

international outlook – in order to avoid

boredom. Artsi remembers, records and looks to

the future. Free entrance! Always!

Artsi – an attitude.

Photo: Sami Seppänen

Address: Myyrmäkitalo, Paalutori 3, 01600 Vantaa

Phone: +358 43 826 8990

Internet:

www.artsimuseo.com/in-english#seinahullu-vantaa-1

Email: artsi@vantaa.

Korjaamo Culture Factory
Korjaamo Culture Factory

is a hub for living urban

culture located in an old

tram depot unit in Töölö.

Korjaamo hosts events

across various elds,

including music, stand up, lms and markets. 

Two restaurants, Korjaamo Bar & Kitchen and

Sushibar + Wine, serve delicious food and drinks

all year long. Korjaamo Kino, a small arthouse

cinema, has a varied program including

premieres, opera and ballet and music

documentaries. Helsinki Tram Museum is

located in the culture centre as well.

Photo: Korjaamo Group Oy / Johanna Lind

Address: Töölönkatu 51 a-b, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 824 229

Internet: www.korjaamo.

Lake Tuusula

Lake Tuusula is located

15 min from the airport

and 30 min from Helsinki.

The lakeside is attractive

and tranquil and it is

diicult to believe you are

not far from Helsinki.  Historical artists’ villas 

such as Jean Sibelius’ Ainola, log-built wilderness

studio Halosenniemi and many others are open

for public and tell the story of how Finnish

culture was created. Beautiful scenery, historical

sights and safe cycle paths entice to cycle

around Lake Tuusula. Perfect and easy day trip

destination!

Photo: Visit lake Tuusula

Address: Metallimiehenkatu 2-4, 04410 Järvenpää, Finland

Phone: +358 44 2310856

Internet: www.visitlaketuusula.

Email: info@visittuusulanjarvi.
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Helsinki Archipelago

Enjoy summer time in

Helsinki and take a trip to

the islands. Helsinki has

around 300 islands, with

destinations suit

everyone. Many of the

islands have their own restaurant or campre 

locations. You can also sh and enjoy the

beautiful nature of the islands in other ways. You

can get to the islands using boats run by water

traic operators or you own boats.

Come and get to know the city's stunning 

archipelago.

Photo: Liikuntavirasto

Address: Paavo Nurmen kuja 1 B

Phone: +358 50 3488 135

Internet: www.hel./liikunta

Email: eija.karkkainen@hel.

Theatre Museum

The Theatre Museum

oers information,

insights, joy and

entertainment. Liveliness,

interactivity and easy

access to information are

brought to the fore in the exhibitions. Theatre 

Museum introduces visitors to the art of theatre

by and large, to the act of performing, and to the

dierent eras of theatre in Finland. In the

exhibitions there are several hands-on-exhibits

and experimentation points that invite visitors to

touch, do and experiment on dierent elements

and features of theatre.

Photo: Ilona Kemppainen / Theatre Museum

Address: Cable Factory, Tallberginkatu 1, 00180 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 1922 300

Internet: www.teatterimuseo.

Email: teatterimuseo@teatterimuseo.

The Finnish Museum of Photography

The Finnish Museum of

Photography presents

exhibitions by Finnish

and international

photographers, by both

established and emerging

talents. The museum opened its doors in Helsinki

in 1969 and is one of the oldest photography

museums in Europe.

Photo: Tatu Hiltunen / Suomen valokuvataiteen museo

Address: Tallberginkatu 1 G, Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6866 3621

Internet: www.valokuvataiteenmuseo./en

Email: fmp@fmp.

Tamminiemi

Big decisions have been

made in these rooms. The

oicial residence of our

presidents is a must-see

location that sheds light

on what goes on behind

the scenes of power and politics. Join a guided 

tour where you will learn about the presidential

terms of Ryti, Mannerheim and Kekkonen, and

Finland’s history after the war. Enjoying an

unhurried lunch or coee in the museum café by

the sea will make your visit complete.

Photo: Tamminiemi

Address: Seurasaarentie 15

Phone: +358 295 33 6921

Internet: www.kansallismuseo./en/tamminiemi

Email: tamminiemi@kansallismuseo.
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Music Museum Fame - Finnish Music Hall of
Fame

The Music Museum Fame

is a completely new,

innovative museum that

presents Finnish music all

the way from the 1890s

until today- including all

music genres. The visitor has access to virtual 

spaces and situations that have never been

possible until now. In the Music Museum you can

admire, play, sing and dance – be in the middle

of concert or experience a festival atmosphere.

The Music Museum Fame is aimed for everyone

and for all ages. Open every day from 9-21.

Welcome!

Photo: Music Museum Fame (Tripla by YIT)

Address: Fredikanterassi 5, 00520 Helsinki Tripla, Finland

Phone: +358 40 528 9006

Internet: www.musicmuseumfame.com

Email: info@fmhof.

Galleria Mafka&Alakoski

Galleria Mafka&Alakoski

is a gallery & shop

focusing on new Finnish

glass. The gallery has

changing glass art

exhibitions and the shop

oers a selection of mouthblown glass art and 

design made in Finland. The gallery is located in

a heart of Punavuori area, within a walking

distance of city centre and is a member of Design

District Helsinki. Welcome to the fascinating

world of glass!

Photo: Galleria Mafka&Alakoski

Address: Iso Roobertinkatu 19, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 593 686

Internet: www.mafka-alakoski./en/

Email: ammi@mafka-alakoski.

Exhibition Centre WeeGee
WeeGee is a museum,

exhibition and event hub

in Espoo. It houses four

museums: EMMA – Espoo

Museum of Modern Art,

KAMU – Espoo City

Museum, the Finnish Toy Museum 

Hevosenkenkä and the Finnish Museum of

Horology. WeeGee also houses the EMMA shop

and a café and restaurant Lumière WeeGee. In

the yard is the Futuro house, designed by

architect Matti Suuronen, which is open to the

public from May to September. WeeGee oers

visitors experiences and inspiration all year

round.

Photo: Ari Karttunen /EMMA

Address: Ahertajantie 5 02100 Espoo

Phone: +358 9 816 31818

Internet: https://www.kulttuuriespoo./en/node/906

Email: weegee.info@espoo.

Helsinki Central Library Oodi

Oodi is Helsinki’s new

Central Library and a

living meeting place. Its

wide range of services

and facilities are

available to everybody

seven days a week, from early in the morning till 

late in the evening. Oodi functions as a living

room for residents, located right at the heart of

Helsinki.

Photo: City of Helsinki

Address: Töölönlahdenkatu 4 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 85000

Internet: https://www.oodihelsinki./en/

Email: oodi@hel.
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Hotel and Restaurant Museum
Hotel and Restaurant

Museum is specialised in

the history of hotels,

restaurants, cafés,

tourism and Finnish

culinary culture. The

permanent exhibition covers the history of 

catering and also the history of alcoholic

beverages and sales of alcohol in Finland.

Guidance by arrangement.

Photo: Hotelli- ja ravintolamuseo

Address: Tallberginkatu 1 G 60, Helsinki

Phone: +358 44 747 4110

Internet: https://www.hotellijaravintolamuseo./english/

Email: hrm@hotellijaravintolamuseo.

Cirko – Center for New Circus

Since 2002, Cirko –

Center for New Circus

has been working to

promote and develop

contemporary Finnish

circus. In 2011 the Cirko

circus building opened in Helsinki’s Suvilahti – 

1,400 square metres of oice and performance

space, custom made for contemporary circus.

Cirko oers the public high quality and

interesting contemporary circus and provides

circus professionals with a rst-class working

environment.

Photo: Jouni Ihalainen

Address: Kaasutehtaankatu 1 (building 8, Kojehuone) 00540

Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 821 51 36

Internet: https://cirko./

Email: katja.mentula@cirko.

Design District Helsinki
Design District Helsinki is

an area full of design and

antique shops, fashion

stores, museums, art

galleries, restaurants and

showrooms. Here you can

nd the most interesting up-and-coming brands, 

local labels, classics, trend-setters and so much

more. The Design District Helsinki plays a large

role in boosting Helsinki’s reputation as a city of

design.

Photo: FRENN / Janne Westerlund

Internet: www.designdistrict.

Email: info@designdistrict.

Lahti Sports Centre

Lahti Sports Centre

located within walking

distance from the Lahti

city centre oers a

perfect setting for

cross-country skiing in

the winter with its illuminated tracks. In the 

summer, you can explore nature along running

tracks and dip in the swimming pool under the

massive ski jumping hill! Lahti sports centre has

hosted various major international sports events

such as annual FIS world cup events.

Photo: Visit Lahti

Address: Salpausselänkatu 8, 15110 Lahti

Internet: https://book.visitlahti./en/to-do/1142361/lahti-sport

s-centre/showdetails?page=2&lter=c%3D31240
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EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art
EMMA is located at the

Exhibition Centre

WeeGee, a landmark of

Finnish Modernism and a

former printing house in

Helsinki metropolitan

area. The clean-lined architecture enhances the 

experiential presentation of EMMA’s exhibition

program and two collection exhibitions

permanently on display: A curated pick from

Saastamoinen Foundation Art Collection and

Tapio Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation Collection,

that showcases Finnish design at EMMA's Visible

Storage.

Photo: Ella Tommila / EMMA

Address: Exhibition Centre WeeGee Ahertajantie 5 02100

Espoo Metro: Tapiola

Internet: https://emmamuseum./en/

Museum Card
Gain new experiences and become inspired by 

museums in Helsinki! The Finnish Museum Card

(Museokortti) is a common entrance ticket to

over 40 museums in the Helsinki metropolitan

area! With the card you can also visit over 200

other museums all around Finland.

The price of the card is 64,90 € and it can be 

bought from all of the Museum Card museums or

through the Museot. online store. With the

Museum Card you can visit the most important

art, design and cultural-historical museums, the

most signicant specialised museums, regional

museum centres and many local museums.

Phone: +358 44 4300711

Internet: www.museot.

Email: museokortti@museot.

Helsinki Zoo
Helsinki Zoo is one of the

few zoos in the world

located on an island. A 20

minute ferry (summer) or

bus ride from the city

centre will take you to a

zoo where you can travel from cold mountain 

regions to dry steppes and from northern

coniferous forests to the tropical rainforest.

Helsinki Zoo is home to 150 animal and 1000

plant species showcasing the diversity of nature.

The zoo was established already in 1889 and this

makes it one of the oldest zoos in the world.

Despite the long history and historic

surroundings, Helsinki Zoo is a modern zoo with

a mission to conserve biodiversity.

Photo: Mari Lehmonen / Helsinki Zoo archives

Address: Mustikkamaanpolku 12, 00570 Helsinki

Phone: +358 310 37900

Internet: www.korkeasaari./helsinki-zoo/

Email: zoo.asy@hel.

Natural History Museum

The History of Life

exhibition presents the

development of living

organisms from the Big

Bang to dinosaurs and

from giant mammals to

the Ice Age. The interactive exhibits invite 

visitors to discover the astonishing diversity of

nature.

Photo: Joni Rousku / Visit Helsingin Materiaalipankki

Address: Pohjoinen Rautatiekatu 13

Phone: +358 294 128 800

Internet: www.luomus.

Hartwall Arena
Hartwall Arena is one of the liveliest centers of 

entertainment in Europe that hosts the most
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impressive events in Helsinki: concerts, operas,

dance performances, top ice-hockey and other

sporting events.

Address: Areenankuja 1, 00240 Helsinki

Phone: +358 204 19 97

Internet: https://hartwallarena.

Email: info@hartwallarena.

DINING

Jussi Hellsten/Visit Helsinki

The vibrant food culture and the diverse 

food-related events make Helsinki a fascinating

culinary destination. Whether you're interested

in ne dining or street food Helsinki is a city for

your taste. Try local specialties such as salmon

soup with rye bread,  Karelia pies or cinnamon

buns, enjoy maritime cuisine in idyllic island

restaurants in the summer and stop for seasonal

delicacies at the traditional market halls and

market places.

Restaurant Bassi

Lobster, mussels, shrimp,

oysters and other seafood

- plus fresh sh and tasty

meat and veggie dishes.

Restaurant Bassi Helsinki

is the newest addition to

sh and seafood restaurants in the heart of the 

city. Bassi's line is fun dining - meaning joyful,

social eating and good customer service. The

star of the menu is the seafood platter, which is

perfect for sharing with friends. Bassi oers

lunch, relaxed bistro dishes, seafood dishes and

menus. There's also a stylish cabinet for groups.

Photo: Eteläesplanadi 22, 00130 Helsinki

Address: Eteläesplanadi 22, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 45 788 16993

Internet: www.bassi.

Email: bassihelsinki@manuevents.

Ultima

Ultima is a sustainable

and experimental

restaurant. Ingredients

are Finnish and sourced

as locally as possible -

some of them are grown

hyperlocally at the restaurant. Ultima aims for 

sustainable hedoism and is using most innovative

food and farming technologies.

Photo: Restaurant Ultima

Address: Eteläranta 16, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 300 472 341

Internet: https://restaurant-ultima./en/

Email: reservations@restaurant-ultima.

Ravintola Teatteri

Here, in the vibrant heart

of Helsinki at the head of

Esplanadi Park, you can

watch the world go by

from your morning cup of

coee until your nightcap

at the end of the evening. Teatteri is a unique 

restaurant complex, including the Teatteri Grilli

restaurant, the Teatteribaari lounge and cocktail

bar, the Klubi night club , and the Deli salad bar.

Photo: Julius Konttinen

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 2, Helsinki, Finland

Phone: +358 9 6128 5005

Internet: https://www.teatteri./en/

Email: myynti@noho.
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The TRAY

The TRAY – Chill and

Share The restaurant

combines the best of

cross kitchen and street

food and takes its guests

on an irresistible journey

of avours to the markets and alleys of the 

world. The city’s most popular lunch and a

guaranteed good atmosphere from morning to

night.

Photo: Frida Steiner

Address: Kluuvikatu 4, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 (0) 50 5765792

Internet:

https://www.glohotels./en/hotels/glo-kluuvi/restaurant

Muru

Small cosy bistro is

located in the heart of

Helsinki. Food philosophy

is simple: Muru serves

fresh, well made food

from the best ingredients

available daily. Kitchen is based in French 

cuisine with some Italian twist. That explains the

importance of wines aswell: Muru is a wine

restaurant with great selection of wines and

qualied sommeliers.

Photo: Restaurant Muru

Address: Fredrikinkatu 41, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 300 472 335

Internet: www.murudining./?lang=en

Email: reservations@murudining.

Kultá Kitchen & Bar
At the core of Kultá

Kitchen & Bar, you can

nd the majestic and

beautiful north at its best.

The restaurant values

their northern roots so

much that they have brought with them from the 

north the purest ingredients such as game,

reindeer, mushrooms, lichen and birch leaves.

The main stars of our dishes are the modern and

natural northern tastes. The northern winds can

be reached not only through the dinner but also

through breakfast and lunch.

Photo: Lapland Hotels

Address: Bulevardi 28, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 541 2081

Internet: www.kitchenkulta.

Email: kulta@laplandhotels.com

Finnjävel Salonki

Finnjävel Salonki creates

unique ne dining

experiences. Kitchen uses

Finnish ingredients and

cooking methods from the

years gone by and at the

same time creates the future of Finnish cuisine. 

Also modern Finnish design plays a signicant

role.

Photo: Martin Sommerschield/ Kuvio

Address: Ainonkatu 3, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 0300 472 340

Internet: https://nnjavel./

Email: salonki@nnjavel.
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Finnjävel Sali
Finnjävel Sali is a tribute

to traditional Finnish

cuisine. Old tradional

portions get a new outt

at the restaurant. Sali

serves casual, yet elegant

Finnish food in beautiful and cheerful 

atmosphere.

Photo: Martin Sommerschield/ Kuvio

Address: Ainonkatu 3, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 300 472 337

Internet: https://nnjavel./

Email: sali@nnjavel.

The Cock

The Cock is a lively

eatery, neighbourhood

bar and extraordinary

event space where

everyone is welcome. The

Cock oers brasserie

style menus from New York or Paris with modern

classics in a bustling atmosphere.

Photo: The Cock

Address: Fabianinkatu 17, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 61285100

Internet: www.thecock.

Email: bookings@thecock.

Restaurant Elite

Live like an artist in

Töölö! Elite is a rare

example of a Finnish

restaurant widely

favoured by the country’s

cultural and artistic

circles – it has been a stage of life and a living 

room of the artists since 1932. The atmospheric

dining room and the restaurant’s traditional bar

invite you to stop by or spend time. In the

summer clients are also served on the green

outdoor terrace.

Photo: Photo of Elite

Address: Eteläinen Hesperiankatu 22, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 5200

Internet: www.elite./en/front-page/

Email: elite@royalravintolat.com

Holiday Bar

Holiday is a lively bar,

restaurant and terrace

with exciting cocktails

and live dj’s. Los Angeles

inspired menu with an

asian twist. Expect

freshest veggies and approachable seafood 

served by a vibrant and happy team.

Photo: Holiday Bar

Address: Kanavaranta 7, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 61285121

Internet: www.holiday-bar.

Email: bookings@holiday-bar.

Salutorget

The stunningly beautiful

Salutorget restaurant in

the heart of historic

Helsinki oers the perfect

setting for a lovely lunch

or wonderful dining

experience. Set in a former 1910´s Art Noveau | 

Jugend bank building, Salutorget comprises a

dining room known for its pared-down elegance,

a stylish bar and a cosy outdoor terrace with

views of Helsinki’s bustling seafront market.

Restaurant also serves rare treat at Helsinki,

traditional Afternoon Tea with homemade

delicacies. Popular among locals.

Photo: Restaurant Salutorget dining room

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 15, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 961285950
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Internet: www.salutorget./en

Email: salutorget@royalravintolat.com

Restaurant Nokka

The gastronomic agship

establishment of the

Finnish food and drink

scene is located in

Helsinki’s Katajanokka

neighbourhood. Ably led

by our head chef Ari Ruoho, we are the only 

restaurant in Finland with personal, rst-hand

knowledge of the production methods and

conditions used by our VIPs – Very Important

Producers. We are committed to serving you only

the purest seasonal ingredients, sourced from

the forests of Salla in Lapland and from

smallholdings across Finland.

Photo: villesamuliphotography

Address: Kanavaranta 7F, 00160 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 5600

Internet: https://www.ravintolanokka./

Email: myynti@noho.

Tapahtumatalo Bank

Looking for something

spacious, something

urban, something unique?

How about a 1950s bank

in the middle of Helsinki?

Bank transforms itself for

many kinds of needs. Buet lunch is served at 

Lunch Club on weekdays 11.00-14.00, there are

4 lunch options to choose from each day.

Meeting point and Celebration are open on

request.

Photo: Tapahtumatalo Bank

Address: Unioninkatu 20, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 961285650

Internet: www.ravintolabank./en

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Ravintola Töölönranta

Our light-lled dining

room and cosy lounge

with a re oer

wonderful, expansive

views of Hesperia Park

and Töölönlahti Bay. Our

kitchen serves up modern Scandinavian cuisine 

with European touches.

Photo: Restaurant Töölönranta

Address: Helsinginkatu 56, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 5700

Internet: www.toolonranta./en/restaurant/

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Pastis

Pastis – a little piece of

France in the heart of

Helsinki. Restaurant

oers classic French

delicacies which are

simply hand made, fresh

and tasty. Atmosphere in this sweet little bystro 

is warm and authentic. Quality wines are in

important role when experiencing the real taste

of France.

Photo: Restaurant Pastis

Address: Pieni Roobertinkatu 2, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 0300 472 336

Internet: pastis./en/

Email: varaukset@pastis.

Kitchen & Table Helsinki

Kitchen & Table Helsinki

is located by the sea in

the urban Jätkäsaari

district, only 1,5 km away

from the city centre. The

restaurant, where Harlem

high ves Helsinki, is located within an iconic 

warehouse building in, next to Clarion Hotel
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Helsinki. The menu oers the taste of Manhattan

with Nordic twist and local ingredients. Kitchen

& Table Helsinki is a slice of Manhattan in

Jätkäsaari, just around the corner from the city

center ‒ delicious with an urban touch.

Photo: Kitchen & Table Helsinki

Address: Tyynenmerenkatu 2, 00220 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 850 3820

Internet: www.tableonline./restaurant/kitchen-table-helsinki

Email: kitchenandtable.helsinki@choice.

Restaurant Savotta

Tasty and hearty Finnish

food by the Senate

Square. Nostalgic

atmosphere dating back

to to Finnish homes and

logging sites from the old

days. Savotta's kitchen cherishes the Finnish 

food traditions and uses only Finnish ingredients

from pristine forests and lakes. Menu in 7

languages; Finnish, English, Swedish, German,

Russian, Japanese and Chinese. 70 seats in street

level dining rooms with views of the Senate

Square, 60 seats in the downstairs logging camp

and 2 summer terraces.  Open every day of the

year - also on Sundays and Finnish public

holidays.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Aleksanterinkatu 22, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5588

Internet: www.ravintolasavotta./en/frontpage.html

Email: sales@asrestaurants.

Restaurant Saaga

A meal at the Lappish

Restaurant Saaga is an

enjoyable combination of

tastes, tales and

sensations. Saaga’s

original Lappish wooden

boat is lled with ice chips and on top of them is 

gathered a real sherman’s catch. In addition to

sh delicacies Saaga oers rare bear meat and

reindeer on the menu (available in Finnish,

English, Swedish, German, Russian, Japanese

and Chinese.) Total 100 seats in two oors

including a private room Shaman for 10 persons.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Bulevardi 36, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5544

Internet: https://www.ravintolasaaga./en/front-page.html

Email: sales@asrestaurants.

Restaurant Saslik

Saslik, the most

legendary Russian

restaurant in Finland, has

honourably cherished the

Russian food tradition

and the uniquely

decorated atmosphere of the Czarist era for 

years already. For the menu we have chosen the

most beloved Šašlik’s classics of yesteryears, not

forgetting the well-known exotic bear dishes and

blinis, which are served the year round. 2 dining

rooms and 8 unique private rooms for 2-50

persons. Live Russian troubadour music on

Wed-Sat.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Neitsytpolku 12, 00140 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5500

Internet: www.ravintolasaslik./en/frontpage.html

Email: sales@asrestaurants.

PurPur – Georgian Cuisine

Purpur Georgian Cuisine

by Ville Haapasalo: “On

my travels, I’ve heard

that people eat to stay

alive, but in Georgia,

people live to eat. I’ve
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had this Georgian restaurant in planning for the 

last 15 years. This may be a small step for the

humankind, but it is many steps for me – and not

too many, I hope,” Ville says. Georgian

Restaurant Purpur is an adventure in Georgian

cuisine. You are most welcome to join us! We

dare you."

Photo: Restamax Oyj

Address: Rikhardinkatu 4, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 229 4016

Internet: http://purpur./en

Restaurant Savu

Are you looking for a cosy

hideout, relaxed

atmosphere with good

food? That is what

Finnish cottage, "mökki",

is all about! On average

every fth household in Finland has some kind of

a cottage and now you have a chance the

experience Finnish ”mökki” right here in the

capital of Finland in the red log storehouse. Savu

has a beautiful location on the Tervasaari Island,

just 15 min walk from Helsinki Market Square.

Finnish seasonal delicacies on the menu.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Tervasaari Island, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5574

Internet: https://www.ravintolasavu./en/frontpage.html

Email: sales@asrestaurants.

Stefan's Steakhouse

A DELIGHTFUL

STEAKHOUSE IN THE

HEART OF THE CITY!

The best steaks in the

Helsinki area are served

on Korkeavuorenkatu,

right next to Esplanade Park. The restaurant 

gets its name from Stefan Richter, familiar from

the Top Chef TV show among other things. It

serves dazzling world-class dishes. Stefan's

Steakhouse is meant for lovers of good food and

connoisseurs who don't want to make good

things too complicated. Thanks to the

uncomplicated atmosphere, you can drop in right

after your working day, or spend a whole

evening in a ne atmosphere.

Photo: Restamax Oyj

Address: Korkeavuorenkatu 34, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 300 870 482

Internet:

www.ravintola./en/ravintola/stefans-steakhouse-helsinki/

Email: stefans.helsinki@ravintola.

SMAKU Porvoo

Come and enjoy the best

dishes from local

ingredients in August!

Smaku Porvoo is an event

for food lovers where a

wide range of restaurants

in Porvoo create beautiful and delicious small 

dishes to enjoy. Visit Smaku restaurants in the

heart of Porvoo during the two week period or

taste them all in the main event in the Grand

Culture Center in the center of Porvoo. Small

Smaku dishes are available for only 5€ each and

they are guaranteed to take you to culinary

heaven!

Photo: Smaku 2016

Address: Grand Culture Center, Piispankatu 28,06100 Porvoo

Phone: +358 4057 77883

Internet: https://www.facebook.com/SmakuFestivals/

Email: info@smakufestivals.com
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Krog Roba
Welcome to restaurant

Krog Roba,

neighbourhoods own

living room! The former

police station is now a

relaxed restaurant which

roots are in Nordic countries. You can pop in just

for burger or lunch, or spend the whole evening

in our company. Come and see what Nordic

Madness feels and tastes like!

Photo: Restaurant Krog Roba

Address: Pieni Roobertinkatu 1-3, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6824 2860

Internet: www.lillaroberts.com/en/

Email: sales@lillaroberts.

Bastion Bistro

Bastion Bistro operates in

wooden infantry barracks

built in 1892, within a

short walk from

Suomenlinna’s main

quay. In connection with

the elegant restaurant, there are also rentable 

facilities: a banquet room (75 persons), suitable

for group meals, festivities and meetings, as well

as two separate meeting rooms (12 persons

each) and sauna facilities (16 persons). .The

restaurant is open throughout the year. The

menu features straightforward bistro food and

the restaurant also serves lunch on weekdays.

Photo: Bastion Bistro

Address: Suomenlinna C8, 00190 Helsinki, Finland

Phone: +358 401799890

Internet: www.bastion.

Email: bistro@bastion.

Sue Ellen
Sue Ellen is located in a

former colonial

merchant’s house by the

sea, opposite the Market

hall in Eteläranta. Sue

Ellen is full of relaxed

Southern athmosphere. The Southern coast of 

North America with its colourful cities full of

history have inspired Sue Ellen to bring new

exiting avors and most of all, the joy of eating

together.

The authentic charcoal grill and smoker cabinet 

create delicious dishes uncomparable to others.

Fresh cocktails, considered wines and most of all

hospitable service color this trip to South.

Photo: Restaurant Sue Ellen

Address: Eteläranta 16, Helsinki

Phone: +358 300 472 334

Internet: sue-ellen./en/

Email: varaukset@sue-ellen.

Restaurant Savoy

Savoy – a living

restaurant legend This

place has seen marriage

proposals. Breakups.

Celebrations. Starting of

companies.Wartime

scheming. 

Savoy has been making culinary history for 80 

years. Looking over the Helsinki rooftops you

can see the Esplanadi park and be one with the

stream of timelessness. The minimal style is the

hallmark of master Alvar Aalto and the then

newly founded Artek. Savoy is also a popular

event and conference venue. The rst-rate

kitchen of this museum-like restaurant oers

service directly to the cabinet rooms.
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Photo: Restaurant Savoy

Address: Eteläesplanadi 14, Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 5300

Internet: http://www.ravintolasavoy./en/front-page/

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Korjaamo Culture Factory

Korjaamo Culture Factory

is a hub for living urban

culture located in an old

tram depot unit in Töölö.

Korjaamo hosts events

across various elds,

including music, stand up, lms and markets. 

Two restaurants, Korjaamo Bar & Kitchen and

Sushibar + Wine, serve delicious food and drinks

all year long. Korjaamo Kino, a small arthouse

cinema, has a varied program including

premieres, opera and ballet and music

documentaries. Helsinki Tram Museum is

located in the culture centre as well.

Photo: Korjaamo Group Oy / Johanna Lind

Address: Töölönkatu 51 a-b, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 824 229

Internet: www.korjaamo./en/

Goodwin The Steak House Helsinki

The GOODWIN Steak

House is the only classic

American steakhouse in

the Baltics and

Scandinavia. A team of

professionals used

steakhouse traditions and their own rst-hand 

experience to create the rst restaurant of its

kind in Finland.

GOODWIN is a place for those who like beef. It is

a place of interest for those who come here to

eat a steak and for those who come here eager

for our meals and for us to tell you about the

unique taste of marbled beef.

Photo: Goodwin The Steak House

Address: Eteläranta 14 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358504198000

Internet: www.steak.

Email: info@steak.

Restaurant Toscanini

Toscanini serves

authentic Tuscan food in

a relaxed atmosphere. We

use high quality fresh

ingredients to make

delicious,

straight-forward and abundant dishes for you to 

enjoy. Restaurant Toscanini is also open on

Sundays.

Photo: Klaus K Hotel / Tero Repo Photography

Address: Bulevardi 2-4 , 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358207704713

Internet: www.toscanini.

Email: events@klauskhotel.com

Summer Restaurant Saari

Saari provides the best

Finnish delicacies,

genuine maritime

atmosphere and the most

stunning sea views on the

Sirpalesaari Island, just a

stone's throw from Helsinki centre. Restaurant 

has a 200-seat dining room, 22-seat Belvedere

balcony, 12-seat captain's cabin Sampo and a

sunny outdoor terrace. A boat serves the island

every 20 min from the Saari pier located on the

shore of Merisatama (Address:

Merisatamanranta 10). The crossing takes only a

couple of minutes. Open 1.5.-30.9.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Sirpalesaari, 00150 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5566

Internet: www.ravintolasaari.

Email: sales@asrestaurants.
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Summer Restaurant Saaristo

Scandinavian tastes and

magnicent sea views.

Saaristo’s white Art

Nouveau style villa, built

in 1898, is one of

Helsinki’s most imposing

and traditional restaurants. Located on the 

Klippan island, just 100 m o the city coastline,

restaurant oers splendid views of both the open

sea and the city centre. Restaurant has seats for

400 persons. A boat serves the island every 20

min from Saaristo's pier south of the Olympia

terminal.

Open 1.5.-30.9.

Photo: A&S Restaurants

Address: Klippan Island, 00140 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7425 5590

Internet: www.ravintolasaaristo.

Email: sales@asrestaurants.

Restaurant NJK

The villa-type restaurant,

located on the small

island of Valkosaari, was

built in 1900. It is one of

the best locations for

festivities during the

summer season, the most popular craysh 

restaurant in town – and a wonderful setting for

a tasty meal. The tall, spacious Middle room is

surrounded by a bright covered veranda with

large windows and a view towars the Market

Square and Katajanokka.

Photo: Royal Ravintolat

Address: Valkosaari

Phone: +358 9 6128 6500

Internet: www.ravintolanjk.

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Ravintola Särkänlinna
Welcome to Restaurant

Särkänlinna on the

historic fortress island of

Särkkä constructed in

1748. The restaurant on

the third oor of the

fortress oers magnicent views of the summery

Kaivopuisto park and the open sea. Särkänlinna

is one of Helsinki’s most beloved summer

restaurants as well as venue for weddings and

private parties. The menu draws on the nest

ingredients, life in the Finnish archipelago and

seasonal Finnish food. Come and experience a

memorable culinary experience in an unbeatable

setting only 7 minutes boat trip from the

mainland!

Photo: Ravintola Särkänlinna

Address: Särkänsaari, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 961285550

Internet: www.ravintolasarkanlinna.

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Restaurant Sipuli
Housed in a historic red brick warehouse, Sipuli 

is an exceptional and versatile restaurant and

events venue. Sipuli features seafaring-inspired

private dining rooms, a banquet room, the

so-called Kanavasali and the Winter Garden

suitable for large-scale functions and

events.Versatile and adaptable, our facilities can

be tailored to the needs of each individual client,

making Sipuli one of Helsinki’s most popular

venues for business events and private

celebrations alike.

Address: Kanavaranta 7 00160 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 5500

Internet: www.ravintolasipuli./en/

Email: myynti@noho.

Destination: Helsinki
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Kulosaaren Casino
Built in 1915, the Kulosaaren Casino is a 

traditional, high standard restaurant with the a

beautiful sea view. Acclaimed for its cuisine and

unique atmosphere, it is one of the city’s most

popular places for festive occasions – for groups

both large and small. The spacious dining room

oers a splendid view of the Gulf of Finland.

Casino is available for parties of dierent sizes.

Alongside the main restaurant is the Sun Marine,

a charming summer restaurant with an outdoor

lawn terrace, suitable for casual dining and

informal occasions.

Address: Hopeasalmenpolku 1, 00570 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 61286200

Internet: www.kulosaarencasino./

Email: myyntipalvelu@royalravintolat.com

Team Kitchen
Team Kitchen is as the name suggests a kitchen 

for team cooking.

We welcome everyone who wants to spend a nice

evening cooking,

learning and enjoying good company.

Our wine and food professionals guide and teach 

with decades of experience and burning passion

for taste sensations. Both beginners and masters

succeed in our classes, in the end the food is

always delicious.

Address: Fabianinkatu 8, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 50 400 5543

Internet: www.teamkitchen.

Email: teamkitchen@teamkitchen.

Restaurant Kuninkaan Lohet/Kuninkaan
Kartano and Vanha Viilatehdas
Would it be a time for a lunch? Welcome to enjoy

our delicious lunch to the lovely surroundings of

River Vantaa. You can relax and have lunch

under the chandeliers in Kuninkaan Kartano or

on the fabulous summer terrace. After the lunch

go and take a walk next to the River Vantaa and

enjoy the amazing nature.

Address: Kartano: Voudintie 1, 01740 Vantaa/ Viilatehdas:

Kuninkaantie 28, 01740 Vantaa

Phone: +358 9 25325300

Internet: www.kuninkaanlohet.com

Email: myyntipalvelu@kuninkaanlohet.com

Restaurant Scandic Meilahti
Our laid-back and modern, no-frills restaurant 

invites you to feel at home and feast from lunch

to dinner. Located in Meilahti, Helsinki, this

restaurant is easily accessible with both private

vehicle and public transport.

Address: Tukholmankatu 2, 00290 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 68999028

Internet: https://www.scandichotels.com/hotels/nland/helsin

ki/scandic-meilahti/restaurant-and-bar/restaurant

Email: meilahti@scandichotels.com

CAFES

Visit Helsinki/Jussi Hellsten

Enjoy your cup of coee in classic cafés in the 

heart of the city or taste the latest coee trends

in hip neighbourhoods. Choose your own

favourite from the diverse cosy cafés that can be

found all around Helsinki.

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29
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Finlandia Café, Finlandia Hall
Finlandia Café is a

fantastic place to sit

down for lunch, a cup of

coee or after work

relaxation. A variety of

sweet and savoury treats

are served throughout the day. Our menu 

showcases the Finlandia Hall food philosophy –

we make quality food in our own kitchen, relying

on small producers and organic products. The

changing menu oers exciting surprises and

special Finnish delicacies. We are located at

street level and easily accessible from the Töölö

bay side.

Photo: Finlandia-ravintola

Address: Finlandia Hall, Karamzininranta 4, FI-00100

Helsinki.

Phone: +358 40 7799 702

Internet:

https://www.nlandiatalo./en/restaurant/nlandia-cafe/

Email: ravintola@nlandiatalo.

Ekberg Café

Ekberg was founded in

1852 by Fredrik Edvard

Ekberg in Helsinki, and is

the oldest still operating

bakery in Scandinavia.

Ekberg Café serves a

delicious breakfast, lunch, all day à la carte, 

pastries and weekend brunch. Only high-quality

ingredients are used, and our masterpieces are a

result of genuine handicraft. At Ekberg Shop

next door you can nd a wide range of delicacies.

Our artisan cookies as well as our homemade

jams are some example for ideal souvenir ideas.

Welcome to Ekberg!

Photo: Ekberg 1852 Oy Ab

Address: Bulevardi 9, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 (9) 6811 860

Internet: www.ekberg.

Email: info@ekberg.

Café Piper

For almost eighty years

the visitors and residents

of the Suomenlinna

fortress have been able to

enjoy a cup of coee with

pastries in the beautiful

Piper’s Café. Customers can choose of traditional

salty snacks such as salmon sandwiches and

delicious cakes or ice creams. On weekdays a

soup lunch is also on oer. Cafe Piper is known

among Helsinki residents for it’s outstanding

location in the owering park and it’s lovely

terrace with its marvellous sea view. Café Piper

is the oldest cafe in Suomenlinna and open in the

summertime.

Photo: Ehrensvärd-seura/ Krister Katva

Address: Suomenlinna B 56, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6841850

Internet: www.suomenlinnatours.com

Email: guidebooking@suomenlinnatours.com

Café Strindberg

Welcome to Strindberg!

In addition to delicious

Scandinavian delicacies

the distinctive view from

the restaurant is

something Strindberg is

known of. In the cafeteria you can also feel the 

European atmosphere

Photo: Strindberg

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 33

Phone: +358 9 6128 6900

Internet: strindberg.

Email: strindberg@royalravintolat.com

Destination: Helsinki
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Cafe Regatta
Outdoor café by the sea

in Töölö district with

funky vintage interior and

decoration. Remember to

try the best cinnamon

buns in town!

Photo: Jenna Pietikäinen

Address: Merikannontie 10

Phone: +358 (0)40 4149167

Internet: https://www.facebook.com/Cafe-Regatta-oicial-125

305227553336/

Café Esplanad
Café Esplanad is well known for its Central 

European atmosphere and style and especially

for its huge cinnamon rolls (a Finnish sweet

pastry called korvapuusti) that are baked in the

café’s own bakery. On the outdoor terrace one

can also enjoy the sun. Restaurant Bistro in the

back of the café oers inexpensive lunch.

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 37

Phone: +358 9 665 496

Internet: www.esplanad.

Café Carusel
Cafe Carusel oers a modern yet cosy 

atmosphere by the sea. A café with a big living

room (170 seats), a glas verandah (80 seats) and

a terrace (450 seats).

Address: Kaivopuisto, Merisatamanranta 10

Phone: +358 9 622 4522

Internet: www.carusel.

La Torrefazione
Coee shops and roastery in the city center, 

focussing on dierent roasts as well as dierent

types of coee and tea. La Torrefazione serves

great breakfasts every morning.

Address: Aleksanterinkatu 50 B

Phone: +358 (0)9 42890648

Internet: http://www.latorre./

Karl Fazer Café
Karl Fazer’s French-Russian café & cake shop 

was opened in Kluuvikatu 17.9.1891. As years

have passed by the building, designed by Juslen,

has been renovated and the interior of the café

has been changed many times. A part of the

café&cake shops goodies are still made in

Kluuvikatu, and it is possible to see the

confectioners at work behind glass.

Address: Kluuvikatu 3

Phone: +358 20 729 6702

Internet:

www.fazer./kahvilat-ja-leipomot/kahvilat--ravintolat/

Sis. Deli
Sis. Deli serves food made from local 

ingredients, delicious and healthy meals, also

take-away. No articial ingredients used.

Address: Kalevankatu 4

Phone: +358 10 422 9302

Internet: www.sisdeli.

More Info: Also at Kalevankatu 4, +358 10 422 9301

Café Ursula
Café Ursula was founded in 1952 in the 

Kaivopuisto park. Café Ursula has grown from a

small café kiosk to a café-restaurant. Lovely view

to the sea and Suomenlinna island.

Address: Kaivopuisto, Ehrenströmintie 3

Phone: +358 9 652 817

Internet: www.ursula.

Kahvila Sävy
Kahvila Sävy in Kallio district oers high quality 

coee produced by small roasteries.

Address: Aleksis Kiven katu 12

Phone: +358 (0)50 4415660

Internet: http://www.kahvilasavy./

Destination: Helsinki
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Korjaamo Culture Factory

Korjaamo Culture Factory

is a hub for living urban

culture located in an old

tram depot unit in Töölö.

Korjaamo hosts events

across various elds,

including music, stand up, lms and markets. 

Two restaurants, Korjaamo Bar & Kitchen and

Sushibar + Wine, serve delicious food and drinks

all year long. Korjaamo Kino, a small arthouse

cinema, has a varied program including

premieres, opera and ballet and music

documentaries. Helsinki Tram Museum is

located in the culture centre as well.

Photo: Korjaamo Group Oy / Johanna Lind

Address: Töölönkatu 51 a-b, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 824 229

Internet: www.korjaamo./en/

BARS & NIGHTLIFE

Visit Helsinki Material Bank

A wide range of clubs and bars in Helsinki oers 

something for everyone in terms of clientele,

atmosphere and price. Find the most popular,

trendiest and cosiest bars and nightclubs in the

city centre as well as in the districts of Kamppi,

Punavuori and Kallio.

Sky Room Helsinki
Skyroom Helsinki boasts

classy design with plenty

of cool details. So,

regardless of whether you

are a hotel guest, tourist

or city dweller, come up

and enjoy delicious bar snacks and drinks, while 

marveling at the magnicent views over

Helsinki! The age limit for Sky Room is 18 years

after 8pm.

Photo: Lili Nissilä / Shard Visuals

Address: Clarion Hotel Helsinki, 16. Floor. Tyynenmerenkatu

2, 00220 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 850 3820

Internet: https://www.nordicchoicehotels.com/hotels/nland/

helsinki/clarion-hotel-helsinki/our-facilities/

Email: skyroom.helsinki@choice.

Nightclub Skohan

SKOHAN HELSINKI IS

OPEN WEDNESDAY TO

SATURDAY BETWEEN

10PM TO 04AM. AGE

LIMITS | WED-FRI 22 |

SAT 24

Photo: Restamax Oyj

Address: Keskuskatu 8, 3.krs, 00100 Helsinki

Internet: skohan.

Email: info@skohan.

Hernesaaren Ranta

Photo: Restamax Oyj

Address: Hernesaarenranta 6, 00150 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 7397201

Destination: Helsinki
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Internet: www.hernesaarenranta.

Email: info@hernesaarenranta.

Brasserie Kämp

Brasserie Kämp has

served for more than 100

years with the same

admiration towards

quality service. Whether

it’s breakfast, lunch,

dinner, afternoon tea or brunch, Brasserie Kämp 

will welcome you to enjoy its prestigious and

historic atmosphere. Brasserie Kämp is part of

Kämp Collection Hotels, a collection of Helsinki’s

most reputable luxury and lifestyle hotels and

restaurants.

Photo: Brasserie Kämp

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 29, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 5840 9530

Internet: www.brasseriekamp./?lang=en

Email: brasserie@hotelkamp.com

Klaus K Bar & Lounge

Klaus K Bar & Lounge is

a charming and relaxing

getaway with creative

touches. Great cocktails,

Italian wines and bar

snacks are served to you

by the most attentive personnel.

Make yourself at home at Klaus K Bar & Lounge!

Photo: Klaus K Hotel / Studio Tomi Parkkonen

Address: Bulevardi 2-4, Helsinki

Internet:

https://www.klauskhotel.com/en/eat-drink/bar-lounge

Email: events@klauskhotel.com

Teatteri
Location: City Center

Restaurant-club-café. An interesting restaurant 

complex, including a 22-metre-long bar. Age

limit: 24.

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 2

Phone: +358 9 6128 5000

Internet: www.royalravintolat.com/teatteri

More Info: Entertainment complex.

Casino Helsinki
Location: City Center

The international Casino Helsinki is the city’s 

number one gaming and entertainment venue.

The casino is open nearly every day. Free

entrance. Fennia Salon: Casino’s show

restaurant, Fennia Bar, Fills Kitchen & Bar: a la

carte restaurant, Bar All In, Casino Piazza,

Summer terrace.

Address: Mikonkatu 19

Phone: +358 680 800

Internet: www.casinohelsinki.

More Info: International.

Kuudes linja
Location: Kallio District

An underground live club with cult status.

Address: Kaikukatu 4

Phone: +358 40 539 7599 (at 12-21)

Internet: www.kuudeslinja.com

More Info: Hipsters.

Siltanen
Location: Kallio District

The trendiest hipster-lled restaurant in the 

Kallio district. On weekends you can enjoy

brunch - meat-eaters select the Berlin breakfast

tray, while vegetarians choose the Buddha. In

summertime you may eat outside on the sunny

terrace away from the traic. The restaurant

plays club music every evening, plus live gigs on

occasion.

Destination: Helsinki
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Address: Hämeentie 13 B

Phone: +358 440 660 530

Internet: www.siltanen.org

More Info: DJs.

Ateljee Bar
Location: City Center

The Ateljee Bar with its famous terrace is 

situated at Sokos Hotel Torni, on the 14th oor.

The unique view over the Helsinki skyline can

also be seen from the Ladies and Gentlemen’s

rooms. The artistic bar, opened as early as 1951,

also works as an art gallery with monthly

exhibitions.

Address: Yrjönkatu 26

Phone: +358 10 7842 060

Internet: www.raaamo./helsinki/ravintola-torni

More Info: Above the rooftops.

Botta/Manala
Location: Töölö District

Restaurant, disco and bar popular among eg. 

students. Finnish home cooking style food until

closing time. On Fridays and Saturdays it is

party time: four oors, ve bars and two dance

oors. St.Urho’s Pub is an oasis for beerlovers.

Under renovation. Will open in the beginning of

August 2012.

Address: Museokatu 10/Dagmarinkatu 2

Phone: +358 9 5807 7707

Internet: www.botta.

More Info: Students + kitchen open late.

Storyville
Location: Töölö District

Happy Jazz Club Storyville, situated behind the 

Parliament, entertains their customers by having

both Finnish and international jazz orchestras

play six evenings a week. In the street level bar

piano music is played in the early evening.

Storyville’s kitchen serves cajuncreole delicacies

until 03 in the night.

Address: Museokatu 8

Phone: +358 50 363 2664

Internet: www.storyville.

More Info: Jazz.

Apollo Live Club
Location: City Center

Apollo live club oers great live music with 

changing live music bands. Apollo is located in

the centre of Helsinki, inside the Forum

shopping mall (entrance from Mannerheimintie

16).

Address: Mannerheimintie 16

Phone: +358 20 775 9400

Internet: www.apolloliveclub./helsinki

More Info: Live music.

Korjaamo Culture Factory

Korjaamo Culture Factory

is a hub for living urban

culture located in an old

tram depot unit in Töölö.

Korjaamo hosts events

across various elds,

including music, stand up, lms and markets. 

Two restaurants, Korjaamo Bar & Kitchen and

Sushibar + Wine, serve delicious food and drinks

all year long. Korjaamo Kino, a small arthouse

cinema, has a varied program including

premieres, opera and ballet and music

documentaries. Helsinki Tram Museum is

located in the culture centre as well.

Photo: Korjaamo Group Oy / Johanna Lind

Address: Töölönkatu 51 a-b, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 824 229

Internet: https://www.korjaamo./en/

Email: info@korjaamo.
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SHOPPING

Rami Hana/Viewmasters of Helsinki Oy

Helsinki oers plenty of shopping opportunities 

year round. Visit Tori Quarters in the historical

centre of Helsinki for a variety of charming

design boutiques and craft shops. Fans of

Finnish design, fashion and interior decoration

should head out to the Design District, situated

in the heart of Helsinki.

The main shopping streets include 

Aleksanterinkatu, Mannerheimintie and the

streets Pohjois- and Eteläesplanadi around the

Esplanade park that feature several famous

Finnish brands such as Iittala, Marimekko,

Aarikka and Pentik.

Especially for food shopping be sure to also visit 

the several market squares and cosy market

halls of Helsinki, such as the Market Square and

the Old Market Hall at the South Harbour, the

Hakaniemi indoor market and the Hietalahti

Market Hall and Hietalahti Square that during

summertime hosts the city's best-known ea

market.

Iittala Store
Finnish design-tableware.

The heart of Iittala’s

design philosophy is

formulated along Kaj

Franck’s early thinking.

According to Franck,

“objects should always be appropriate, durable 

and functional.”

Photo: Helsinki Marketing

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 23

Phone: +358 20 439 3501

Internet: https://www.iittala.

asuna

The story of asuna shop:

Sisters Marianne and Sari

established asuna shop in

2003. Since then, the

store has rmly

established itself as the

place for style seekers to update their wardrobe. 

Sari's taste for minimalist designs in high-quality

fabrics and monochrome palette complements

Marianne's preference for prints, color, volume

and movement.

Our designers are: COMME des GARCONS, 

HIGH by Claire Campbell, Black Label by

Rundholz, Christian Wijnants, Jeanpaulknott,

Zucca, NO/AN

Photo: asuna

Address: Fredrikinkatu 24, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 6176500

Internet: www.asuna.

Email: info@asuna.

Destination: Helsinki
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KATRI NISKANEN Store & Atelier
Winner of the rst Project

Runway Finland 2009 and

Elle Style Awards 2014,

Katri Niskanen oers

ready-to-wear and bridal

collections as well as

unique made-to-measure gowns. Founded in 

2010. The brand is known for Scandinavian

elegance, sculptural drapings and comfortable

feminine cuts. Versatile and multi-purpose

designs bring timeless elegance to everyday life,

encouraging women to love themselves at any

occasions.

Photo: KATRI NISKANEN

Address: Fredrikinkatu 41, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 50 4645 903

Internet: https://katriniskanen.com/

Email: info@katriniskanen.com

Koti Store

Koti Store is located in

the trendy area in

Punavuori Helsinki. The

store focus on Finnish

design and colorful

feel-good items for home.

You can nd Klippan Yllefabrik, The Tartan 

Blanket Co., Cavallini, Yankee Candle products

and also nnish brands like Kaurilan Sauna,

Gaarna, The Honey Story, Fiini, MEKKIDesign

and Dewberry Design in Koti Store. Shop tax

free!

Photo: Merja Kataja-Tuomola

Address: Fredrikinkatu 35 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358405180503

Internet: https://www.greenandgablesinterior.com/koti-store

Email: kotistore@greenandgablesinterior.com

Design District Helsinki
Design District Helsinki is

the creative core of

Helsinki, a Unesco Design

City. It's a network of

over 200 locations from

design stores to fashion

and antique boutiques, art galleries, design 

hotels, restaurants and cafes. Its 25 spread

through the neighbourhoods of Kamppi,

Punavuori, Ullanlinna and Kaartinkaupunki.

Design District Helsinki is easily reachable by

walking - to nd your way, pick up your map

from tourist informations, design shops or your

hotel, or check it online from the website.

Photo: Musta&Valkoinen

Address: Kamppi, Punavuori, Kaartinkaupunki, Ullanlinna

Phone: +358 44 9880168

Internet: designdistrict./en/

Email: info@designdistrict.

Lapuan Kankurit Store & Studio

Lapuan Kankurit is a

jacquard weaving mill,

where weaving skills and

material knowhow have

been rened into

excellence for decades.

Knowing every step from thread to product is of 

utmost importance to Lapuan Kankurit.. In the

weaving mill's agship store you will nd a wide

selection of linen and wool products and other

interesting, delightful lifestyle items– buy them

for yourself, as a gift or to remind you of your

visit to Helsinki.

Photo: Lapuan Kankurit

Address: Katariinankatu 2, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 50 5388244

Internet: www.lapuankankurit.

Email: helsinki@lapuankankurit.

Destination: Helsinki
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Shopping Centre Kämp Galleria

Kämp Galleria forms the

Fashion District in the

heart of Helsinki and

oers an extensive

selection of international

top brands for both

everyday needs and special occasions. Personal 

service and high-quality products are the

essence of Kämp Galleria's philosophy. Welcome

to the most stylish shopping centre in the city!

Photo: Galleria Esplanad

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 33, Aleksanterinkatu 42, Helsinki

Phone: +358 446949914

Internet: www.kampgalleria.com/en/

Lokal

Lokal is a concept store

and home to independent

Finnish art, design and

craft. Besides the unique

art pieces in the gallery

space, there is a wide

array of selected products from some of the 

leading names in ceramics, furniture, art prints

and kitchen ware. There is a strong emphasis on

the timeless value of handmade items,

craftsmanship and small scale production. The

themed group exhibitions change every 1-2

months.

Photo: Lokal

Address: Annankatu 9, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 96849818

Internet: www.lokalhelsinki.com

Email: info@lokalhelsinki.com

Villisilkki
Villisilkki is a premium

fabric store in Helsinki

city center. We have an

unique collection of high

quality silks, wools, linen

and lace for all occasions.

We serve also in English.

Photo: Helsinki Marketing

Address: Yrjönkatu 12, 00120 Helsinki

Internet: www.villisilkki.

Email: villisilkki@villisilkki.

Tori Quarters

Visit the Tori Quarters

between the Senate

Square and the Market

Square, in the historical

centre of Helsinki. The

historical buildings of

Tori Quarters, used for administration oices for 

over 40 years, are now renovated and welcoming

Helsinki-dwellers and travellers. The Tori

Quarters house 17 restaurants, cafés and bars,

plus several unique shops, a legendary art-house

movie theatre, The Helsinki City Museum, the

City Hall, cozy inner yards with idyllic terraces.

Welcome to explore!

Photo: Maija Astikainen / Torikorttelit

Address: Unioninkatu-Soankatu-Katariinankatu

Internet: www.torikorttelit./en

Marimekko

Marimekko is a Finnish

design house celebrated

worldwide for its original

prints and colours.

Founded in 1951

Marimekko is said to be

one of the world's rst real lifestyle brands 

combining fashion, bags and accessories as well
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as home decoration into one unique point of

view. There are several Marimekko stores in

central Helsinki; at Mikonkatu 1,

Aleksanterinkatu 50, in shopping centres Forum

and Kamppi.

Photo: Siirtolapuutarha fabric, Oiva dishes, Sukat Makkaralla

glassware

Address: Mikonkatu 1, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 505725632

Internet: www.marimekko.com

Email: mikonkatu@marimekko.com

Karkkikauppa Sweetheart
Sweet shop that oers you sweets that are hand 

made in Helsinki and lots of other delicasies.

Address: Uudenmaankatu 32, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 442760672

Internet: www.sweetheart.

Email: info@sweetheart.

OZ JEWEL
Oz Jewel is a Finnish jewellery shop specialising 

in modern gold and silver jewellery in heart of

Helsinki. The owners, Tiina Arkko and Vesa

Nilsson, design and manufacture their range for

discerning customers who are looking for

something new and clean-lined in jewellery

design. Welcome to visit in designer´s own shop.

Address: Unioninkatu 15, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6224433

Internet: ozjewel.com

Email: shop@ozjewel.com

ACCOMMODATION

Lapland Hotels Bulevardi

Helsinki oers plenty of choices for 

accommodation, from inexpensive hostels to

luxury hotels. For a full list of accommodation

outlets, please see www.myhelsinki.

Hotel Haven

Hotel Haven is designed

to provide homely

warmth, exclusive

comfort, and high-quality

services for the

discerning guest. The 137

individual and well-appointed rooms, premium 

restaurant, and conference services are

conveniently situated in the attractive setting of

Helsinki’s Market Square.

Photo: Hotel Haven

Address: Unioninkatu 17, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6824 2840

Internet: www.hotelhaven./en/

Email: sales@hotelhaven.

Original Sokos Hotel Tapiola Garden

The hotel is a cozy

meeting place in the

heart of the growing

Tapiola district of Espoo.

The friendly sta will

make you feel at home!

The location is peaceful yet the hotel is close to 
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good public transportation connections and

diverse shopping possibilities in the next door

shopping center Ainoa. The hotel includes a gym,

saunas and a swimming pool. There is a good

quality restaurant Grill It to enjoy a tasty lunch

or dinner and the lobby bar for the after work

drinks.

Photo: Sokos Hotels

Address: Tapionaukio 3, 02100 Espoo

Phone: +358 20 1234 617

Internet: https://www.sokoshotels./en/espoo/sokos-hotel-tapi

ola-garden

Email: tapiolagarden.espoo@sokoshotels.

Noli Katajanokka

With a sea view and close

proximity to downtown

Helsinki, Noli

Katajanokka is located in

an historically signicant

building that was once

the former headquarters of grocery giant Kesko. 

Built in 1940, this iconic red-brick building is

surrounded by the sea, parks and ne examples

of both modernist and Art Nouveau architecture.

Photo: Noli Studios

Address: Kanavakatu 1

Phone: +358201441051

Internet: https://nolistudios.com/en/noli-katajanokka-helsinki

Email: katajanokka@nolistudios.com

Noli Studios

The contemporary Noli

Sörnäinen is located in

the area of Sörnäinen, the

centerpoint of Helsinki's

hip urban culture and

nightlife. Built in 1962,

the former oice building of Kansa is an iconic 

area landmark with views of the sea as well as of

downtown Helsinki.

Photo: Noli Studios

Address: Hämeentie 33

Phone: +358201441052

Internet: https://nolistudios.com/en/noli-sornainen-helsinki

Email: sornainen@nolistudios.com

Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel

The Radisson Blu Plaza

Hotel, Helsinki, has

always been one of the

city's most vibrant

places—an iconic

destination for jet setters,

culture seekers and business leaders alike. The 

historic building dates to 1917, when Finland

gained its independence. Whether you're here

for business or leisure, the hotel's close

proximity to a number of local attractions puts

the city within easy reach. The Rautatientori

Railway Square, right next to the central station,

is only 2 minutes from the hotel.

Photo: Aki Rask

Address: Mikonkatu 23, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 1234 704

Internet: https://www.radissonhotels.com/en-us/hotels/radiss

on-blu-helsinki

Email: info.plaza.helsinki@radissonblu.com

Klaus K Hotel

Whatever brings you to

Helsinki, Klaus K Hotel

welcomes you to the

heart of the city where

the old Art Nouveau

buildings meet the

modern Scandinavian lifestyle.

The distinct hotel is an ideal location near 

shopping, galleries, museums, and tourist

destinations – everything within walking

distance. Or in case you prefer to use public

transportation or you need to travel farther from

the city center, all connections are near a tram
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stop right in front of the hotel, for example.

Photo: Kämp Collection Hotels

Address: Bulevardi 2-4, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 770 4701

Internet: www.klauskhotel.com/en/

Email: sales@klauskhotel.com

Clarion Hotel Helsinki

Welcome to Clarion Hotel

Helsinki, an exciting

meeting place with sky

high towers up to 78

meters above the sea.

Enjoy the stunning

rooftop pool, saunas, 425 rooms, sky bar 

Skyroom Helsinki, a conference centre for up to

1,000 people and the Kitchen & Table restaurant

by Marcus Samuelsson. Clarion Hotel Helsinki is

situated by the sea in Jätkäsaari district, only

1,5 km away from the Helsinki city centre. There

is a direct tram connection from city centre to

the hotel (8 minutes by tram).

Photo: Clarion Hotel Helsinki

Address: Tyynenmerenkatu 2, 00220 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 850 3820

Internet: whttps://www.nordicchoicehotels./hotellit/suomi/h

elsinki/clarion-hotel-helsinki/

Email: cl.helsinki@choice.

Lapland Hotels Bulevardi

In the middle of

Helsinki´s bustling life

lled with joyous

discussions, you can nd

the Lapland Hotels

Bulevardi and our

luxurious rooms and fresh ingredients from the 

North. The hotel brings to the whole

neighbourhood something new and special – a

story straight from the North. The harmony of

the rooms recounts stories from the extremes

and beauties of the nature. More than half of the

rooms are equipped with own sauna or design

bath tub which oers you a novel relaxation.

Photo: Lapland Hotels

Address: Bulevardi 28, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 25251111

Internet: www.laplandhotels.com/bulevardi

Email: bulevardi@laplandhotels.com

GLO Hotel Art

GLO Hotel Art - A magical

castle in the city GLO

Hotel Art is a magical

hotel that combines a

colorful history with

elegant modernity. GLO

Hotel Art’s heart beats for bohemian atmosphere

and unforgettable events. This stone castle with

thousands of details is one of Helsinki’s most

beloved art nouveau buildings.

Photo: Markus Henttonen

Address: Lönnrotinkatu 29, 00180 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 3444100

Internet: www.glohotels./en/hotels/glo-art

Email: art@glohotels.

Hotel Indigo Helsinki - Boulevard

Located in the heart of

Helsinki’s design quarter

Bulevardi, the

environmentally friendly

Hotel Indigo Helsinki -

Boulevard opened its

doors in early March 2015. It is the rst Hotel 

Indigo branded hotel in the Nordic countries.

The Hotel Indigo Helsinki - Boulevard is a

high-class boutique hotel for both business and

leisure guests. Behind the handsome zinc metal

sheet façade are 120 individualized rooms,

restaurant Bröd, Lobby Lounge, a Boardroom for

meetings, 35-slot car park and a unique Body,
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Mind & Soul studio.

Photo: Restel

Address: Bulevardi 26, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 105

Internet: helsinki-boulevard.hotelindigo.com/en

Email: helsinki-boulevard.indigo@restel.

Hotel Lilla Roberts

Nice and welcoming,

conveniently located in

the middle of Helsinki,

Hotel Lilla Roberts, with

its restaurant and bar, is

created around a very

special building originally designed in 1908. The 

home of Hygge, which is Nordic but doesn’t

really translate to just one word. Hygge means

creating a warm atmosphere and enjoying the

good things in life with good people.

Photo: Hotel Lilla Roberts restaurant Krog Roba

Address: Pieni Roobertinkatu 1-3, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 689 9880

Internet: www.lillaroberts.com/en/

Email: sales@lillaroberts.

Hotel Helka

Hotel Helka has been at it

a long time — it was built

by the YWCA nearly a

century ago. Today it’s

open to all, in a spirit of

maximum inclusivity. It’s

been reimagined as a tribute to Finnish 

modernist design, inspired by Alvar Aalto, whose

designs furnish the guest rooms and public

spaces. And it’s gone upscale in its comforts as

well, without losing its approachable, accessible

nature. There are artworks by contemporary

Finnish artists in all categories.

Photo: https://www.satumali.com

Address: Pohjoinen Rautatiekatu 23 FIN-00100 HELSINKI

Phone: +3589613580

Internet: www.hotelhelka.com

Email: reservations@hotelhelka.com

Eurohostel

Eurohostel Helsinki is one

of the largest hostels in

Scandinavia that is open

all year round. The hostel

is located in central

Helsinki in a part of town

called Katajanokka. It is close to the Market 

Square and easily accessible by tram from the

railway station.

All rooms have separate single beds, a table and 

a chair and a lockable closet. Some of the rooms

have TV with several international channels.

Each oor has separate toilet and shower

facilities for men and women. Additional facilities

include a fully licensed restaurant that serves

breakfast, free Wi-Fi and free sauna in the

morning.

Photo: Eurohostel

Address: Linnankatu 9, 00160 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6220470

Internet: www.eurohostel.eu

Email: eurohostel@eurohostel.

Clarion Hotel Aviapolis

Clarion Hotel® Aviapolis

– an international and

inspiring meeting place

next to Helsinki Airport.

The hotel includes 258

rooms, 12 conference

rooms, Kitchen & Table restaurant and a 

relaxation area with gym and saunas. It is

located in the new district of Aviapolis, 1.5km

from the airport terminals and just a few meters

from the Aviapolis station, designed to provide a

warm, homely and exclusive atmosphere.
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Helsinki Airport is only a two-minute train ride

away from Clarion Hotel® Aviapolis!

Photo: Lili Nissilä / Clarion Hotel Finland

Address: Karhumäentie 5, 01530 Vantaa Finland

Phone: +358 10 8503810

Internet: https://www.nordicchoicehotels./hotellit/suomi/hel

sinki-vantaan-lentoasema/clarion-hotel-aviapolis/

Email: cl.aviapolis@choice.

Hostel Suomenlinna

Hostel Suomenlinna is

located in a Unesco world

heritage site -

Suomenlinna sea fortress,

which is one of the most

popular tourist

attractions in Finland, just a 15min ferry trip 

away from the city center. It´s hard to nd a

better location in Helsinki! Hostel Suomenlinna

welcome individual Hostel guests and groups of

all kinds. Hostel Suomenlinna has 39 beds in 8

rooms, a customer kitchen and a cozy lounge

area. The hostel oer free wi, a guest

computer, TV & complimentary coee & tea for

all guests.

Photo: Helsinki Marketing

Address: Suomenlinna C9, 00190 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6847471

Internet: www.hostelhelsinki./en

Email: hostel@suokki.

Scandic Meilahti

Scandic Meilahti oers

cosy accommodation with

good transport links in

Meilahti, near the

Helsinki city centre. The

hotel has 11 oors, 188

rooms, a restaurant, a sauna for guests, a gym 

and a private parking area. The airy and

comfortable rooms of Scandic Meilahti oer

stunning views over Helsinki. Guests staying on

the upper oors have spectacular views over the

urban seascape. Some of the rooms have been

designed particularly to meet the needs of

families and groups.

Photo: Restel

Address: Tukholmankatu 2, 00290 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 68999028

Internet: https://www.scandichotels.com/hotels/nland/helsin

ki/scandic-meilahti

Email: meilahti@scandichotels.com

Crowne Plaza Helsinki

The Crowne Plaza

Helsinki oers the

discerning business and

leisure traveller rst-class

facilities and personalised

service. The good location

virtually opposite the Finnish National Opera - 

easy access to city centre and Helsinki Airport -

as well as the customer-oriented solutions will

guarantee guests' comfort. All of hotel's business

and leisure guests enjoy the high-class facilities,

choice of the nest cuisine and an unique

service culture that is professional, friendly and

discreet. In addition to Standard and Club rooms

Crowne Plaza Helsinki has also luxury suites.

Photo: Restel

Address: Mannerheimintie 50, 00260 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 101

Internet: helsinki.crowneplaza.com

Email: helsinki.cph@restel.

Hotelli Seurahuone Helsinki

Hotel Seurahuone

Helsinki is a high class,

tasteful business hotel in

the heart of Helsinki.

Historically over 170

years old Seurahuone is
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one of the most traditional hotels in Finland, and 

can be considered even internationally a state of

the art hotel. Filled with a warm atmosphere

Hotel Seurahuone is a combination of the old

time sophisticated spirit as well as modern high

standard service. In addition to the individually

appointed rooms the feeling of quality continues

in the restaurant, the bar and the banquet oor.

Hotel is located at the very centre of Helsinki.

Photo: Restel

Address: Kaivokatu 12, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 106

Internet: www.hotelliseurahuone./en

Email: helsinki.seurahuone@restel.

Holiday Inn Helsinki City Centre

Enjoy excellent location

and transport links at the

Holiday Inn Helsinki City

Centre hotel. Check in to

your refreshed,

Scandinavian-style guest

room, overlooking Finlandia Hall or bustling Eliel

Square. Hotel's stylish and comfortable open

lobby invites you to linger - a completely new

area where you can relax and really make

yourself at home during your stay with us.

Connect your laptop to free Wi-Fi and catch up

with your friends or meet your colleagues at the

lounge. Eating, drinking, socialising – there are

so many ways you can use the space day and

night.

Photo: Restel

Address: Elielinaukio 5, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 103

Internet: www.nland.holidayinn.com/hotellit/holiday-inn-hel

sinki-city-centre

Email: helsinki.hihcc@restel.

Holiday Inn Helsinki - West Ruoholahti
Choose the sleek Holiday

Inn Helsinki

West-Ruoholahti hotel,

close to bustling

downtown Helsinki. This

smart, 9-storey hotel is

set in the Finnish capital's vibrant Ruoholahti 

business district, 30 minutes by taxi from

Helsinki-Vantaa Airport and a 5-minute metro

ride from cosmopolitan downtown Helsinki.

Colourful decor and wireless Internet makes

your guest room at Holiday Inn Helsinki

West-Ruoholahti a cosy home from home and you

can start your day with a buet breakfast in our

glass-fronted Fokka Restaurant.

Photo: Restel

Address: Sulhasenkuja 3, 00180 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 104

Internet: www.nland.holidayinn.com/hotellit/holiday-inn-hel

sinki-messukeskus

Email: helsinki.hihw@restel.

Hotel Kämp

Hotel Kämp is like a

celebrity of the Finnish

hotel business, the one

everyone knows and

whose fame and success

are both envied and

admired. Kämp is a hotel for cosmopolitan, 

quality-conscious, fashionable, cultivated,

demanding customers.

Photo: Hotel Kämp exterior

Address: Pohjoisesplanadi 29, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 576 111

Internet: www.hotelkamp.com/en/

Email: hotelkamp@hotelkamp.com
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Hotel Rantapuisto
Hotel Rantapuisto is an

original Finnish design

hotel that will inspire,

pamper and re-energize.

The combination of

Nordic nature, several

activities and personalized service create a truly 

unique experience. The massive windows oer

an unrestrictive view of the surrounding

landscape and the sea from the 70 hotel rooms,

10 conference and banquet rooms and the

restaurant. In addition, Hotel Rantapuisto oers

plenty of free parking space.

Photo: Hotel Rantapuisto

Address: Furuborginkatu 3, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 31911

Internet: www.rantapuisto./en/

Email: reception@rantapuisto.

Hotel Katajanokka

Hotel Katajanokka is a

unique lifestyle hotel

where chic design,

uncompromised comfort

and personal service

meet in a historic former

prison setting – a short walk from the city. Inside

the old brick walls, a fascinating world of

contrasts opens up - a modern high-class hotel

built in historical surroundings.

Photo: Hotel Katajanokka

Address: Merikasarminkatu 1A, 00160 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 686450

Internet: www.hotelkatajanokka./en/

Email: reception@hotelkatajanokka.

Scandi Kaisaniemi
The hotel’s central

location and the

immediate proximity of

the main railway station

and a metro station make

it easy to reach the

Scandic Kaisaniemi. The hotel has 123 stylish 

rooms with comprehensive amenities. Rooms are

equipped with, among others, a TV,

complimentary Wi-Fi and the Pillow Menu with

its choice of three comfortable pillows. There are

rooms for more demanding tastes as well. The

hotel for instance has Superior rooms with a

private sauna. The hotel’s cheerful service and

pleasant rooms ensure your comfort.

Photo: Restel

Address: Kaisaniemenkatu 7, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6899 9026

Internet: https://www.scandichotels./hotellit/suomi/helsinki/

scandic-kaisaniemi

Email: kaisaniemi@scandichotels.com

Scandic Hakaniemi

Scandic Hakaniemi

Helsinki is a cosy city

hotel with 152 rooms.

Services at this modern

hotel include a lobby bar,

a breakfast restaurant, a

mini-gym and a sauna. As to both interior design 

and amenities, the rooms are planned to serve

the needs of various target groups. Experience

the unique atmosphere of Hakaniemi square with

its marketplace and market hall, or do your

shopping in the centre. Centrally located Scandic

Hakaniemi is within walking distance of

Helsinki’s Central Railway Station and next to

Hakaniemi metro station.

Photo: Restel

Address: Siltasaarenkatu 14, 00530 Helsinki
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Phone: +358 9 68999034

Internet: https://www.scandichotels./hotellit/suomi/helsinki/

scandic-hakaniem

Email: hakaniemi@scandichotels.com

Scandic Kallio

The hotel has 121 rooms

from single rooms to

superior rooms. Hotel is

well suited for larger

groups and families, as it

has larger family rooms

and plenty of extra beds. Cosy and quiet hotel 

Scandic Kallio is a prime choice when you visit

Helsinki with your family. Hotel Scandic Kallio is

in an excellent location and the hotel is close to

major traic routes. The hotel has also a parking

garage. The hotel is near the center of Helsinki

as well as Linnanmäki Amusement Park, Sea

Life, Hartwall Arena and the Olympic Stadium.

Photo: Restel

Address: Läntinen Brahenkatu 2, 00510 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 68999036

Internet: https://www.scandichotels./hotellit/suomi/helsinki/

scandic-kallio

Email: kallio@scandichotels.com

Holiday Inn Helsinki-Exhib & Conv Ctr

Enjoy the Holiday Inn

Helsinki Hotel's Location

beside Helsinki Exhibition

and Convention Centre,

4km from the city centre.

A sweeping staircase

leads from the gleaming marble lobby to an 

elegant atrium and guest rooms complete with

wireless Internet. Unwind in the Finnish sauna

after your conference or head for major sporting

events and live concerts at nearby Hartwall

Arena. Holiday Inn Helsinki is just 20 minutes by

tram or train from the city centre and 20

minutes' drive from Helsinki-Vantaa Airport.

Hotel located in the Pasila business district.

Photo: Restel

Address: Messuaukio 1, 00520 Helsinki

Phone: +358 200 48 102

Internet: www.nland.holidayinn.com/hotellit/holiday-inn-hel

sinki-messukeskus

Email: helsinki.holidayinn@restel.

Rastila Camping Helsinki

Rastila Camping Helsinki

is located in Vuosaari in

eastern Helsinki, on the

seashore near a beautiful,

old manor house. It has a

wide range of

accommodation services from cottages, tents and

caravan pitches. It also has service buildings,

meeting services and saunas.

A public beach and a wide variety of outdoor 

recreational possibilities are available near the

site. Metro trains commute from the Rastila

metro station, situated right next to the site, in

18 minutes to and from the centre of Helsinki.

Photo: Rastila Camping Helsinki

Address: Karavaanikatu 4, 00980 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 310 78517

Internet: http://www.hel./www/helsinki/en/culture/leisure/ra

stila/rastila-camping-helsinki

Email: rastilacamping@hel.

Hotel Fabian

Situated right in the

heart of Helsinki, Hotel

Fabian is a 58-room

boutique hotel with a

uniquely welcoming

atmosphere. A short walk

from the Market Square, the beautiful gardens of

the Esplanade and the famous Museum of

Finnish Architecture, the hotel is designed

around a lush, verdant courtyard and is ooded
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with natural light.

Photo: Hotel Fabian

Address: Fabianinkatu 7, 00130 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 6128 2000

Internet: www.hotelfabian.com/en/

Email: info@hotelfabian.

GLO Hotel Kluuvi

GLO HOTEL KLUUVI – In

the core of experiences

GLO Hotel Kluuvi is an

urban hotel in the centre

of Helsinki’s heartbeat

and city life. Located next

to Helsinki’s historic main road, you could not be

closer to all the happenings; step outside and be

inspired by events, trends and phenomena!

Photo: Frida Steiner

Address: Kluuvikatu 4, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 10 3444400

Internet: www.glohotels./en/hotels/glo-kluuvi

Email: kluuvi@glohotels.

GLO Hotel Sello

GLO Hotel Sello – A step

away from the

metropolitan area In

Espoo´s liveliest center,

the hub of transportation

and surrounded by

diverse services, you will nd that GLO Hotel 

Sello oers an extraordinary opportunity to

explore the metropolitan area. Stay at the heart

of the city of Innovation, while being only a step

away from unique experiences in nature and the

Nuuksio wilderness!

Photo: Tomi Parkkonen

Address: Leppävaarankatu 1, 02600 Espoo

Phone: +358 10 3444 200

Internet: www.glohotels./en/hotels/glo-sello

Email: sello@glohotels.

GLO Hotel Airport

GLO Hotel Airport – A

gate towards new

adventures GLO Hotel

Airport is the only hotel

in the Helsinki- Vantaa

airport terminal. Start a

new adventure fresh after a good sleep or enjoy 

a renewing nap and a shower in between ights.

A good night sleep in a stylish hotel await you

only a few minutes walk from your gate.

Photo: GLO Hotel Airport

Address: Helsinki-Vantaa Airport, Terminal 2, 01530 Vantaa

Phone: +358 10 3444600

Internet: www.glohotels./en/hotels/glo-airport

Email: airport@glohotels.

Solo Sokos Hotel Torni

Torni is a lively classic in

the heart of Helsinki. It is

more than a building and

an address: it has unique

character and

personality. Torni's spirit

is built on individual service, a comprehensive 

art experience and thousands of stories. Every

room is a world of its own, with small details

such as tile stoves, works of art and on bathtubs

on claw foot pedestals. On the highest oors,

impressive city views add a nal touch. Torni

Restaurant, Ateljee Bar, American Bar and

O'Malley's are local meeting places, each with a

special atmosphere of its own. Welcome to a

classic with personality!

Photo: Solo Sokos Hotel Torni

Address: Yrjönkatu 26, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 201234604

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-torni

Email: torni.helsinki@sokoshotels.
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Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna Helsinki

The functionalist Vaakuna

building, completed in

1952 for the Olympics of

Helsinki, is situated in the

best location in the city –

at its very core. Its

soundproof windows keep city noises out and 

ensure peaceful dreams.

Rich with atmosphere, the Loiste Restaurant 

serves you from breakfast till late in the evening,

with terraces boasting rooftop panoramas on

Vaakuna's 10th oor. Original Sokos Hotel

Vaakuna is a great place to spend a family

holiday in Helsinki. Onni the Squirrel's playroom

is a popular place amongst the youngest ones.

Photo: Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Helsinki. Lobby.

Address: Asema-aukio 2, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 1234 610

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-vaakuna

Email: vaakuna.helsinki@sokoshotels.

Original Sokos Hotel Helsinki

Original Sokos Hotel

Helsinki is a friendly,

relaxed and urban hotel

in the heart of Helsinki. It

is located in the city

centre, just a few steps

from Esplanade, Market Square and the Central 

Railway Station.

Frans & Amélie is a relaxed French bistro 

combining love for good food and enjoying it, and

restaurant Memphis a laid-back meeting point

with a stylish bar, and very popular among locals

and hotel guests.

Photo: Sokos Hotels

Address: Kluuvikatu 8, 00101 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 1234 601

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-helsinki

Email: hotelhelsinki.helsinki@sok.

Original Sokos Hotel Albert

Original Sokos Hotel

Albert is a relaxed and

true-to-life hotel, which

radiates with the personal

charm of the surrounding

Punavuori district and its

city blocks. Easy-going and warm approach are 

the secrets of the Albert's attractiveness.

Albert is the choice of an individual traveller. For

business travellers, Albert oers an intimate and

personable alternative to the traditional

business hotels. For leisure travellers, Albert is a

homely alternative welcoming visitors with open

arms.

Photo: Original Sokos Hotel Albert

Address: Albertinkatu 30, 00120 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 1234 638

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-albert

Email: albert.helsinki@sokoshotels.

Original Sokos Hotel Pasila

Address: Maistraatinportti 3, 00240 Helsinki

Phone: +358 20 1234 613

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-pasila

Email: pasila.helsinki@sokoshotels.

Original Sokos Hotel Presidentti
Opened in 1980, Original Sokos Hotel Presidentti

is an iconic event venue, located next to the

Kamppi Shopping Center and the Finnish

Parliament House. The hotel has 494 rooms, a

sauna and a swimming pool, a restaurant and a

night club, as well as a wide range of meeting

and event rooms with auditorium.
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The hotel will be renewed during 2016-2018. The

new concept of presenting Finnish phenomena,

is the work of designer Paola Suhonen of Ivana

Helsinki.

Address: Eteläinen Rautatiekatu 4, 00100 Helsinki

Phone: +358 201234608

Internet:

https://www.sokoshotels./en/helsinki/sokos-hotel-presidentti

Email: presidentti.helsinki@sokoshotels.

Scandic Hotels
Scandic Grand Marina

Katajanokanlaituri 7 

Tel. +358 9 16661

Scandic Park Helsinki

Mannerheimintie 46

Tel. +358 9 4737 1 

Scandic Paasi

Paasivuorenkatu 5 b

Tel. +358 9 2311 700

Scandic Simonkenttä

Simonkatu )

Tel. +358 9 68 380

Scandic Marski

Mannerheimintie 10 

Tel. +358 9 68 061

Scandic Espoo

Nihtisillantie 1 (Espoo)

Tel. +358 9 43520

Phone: +358 10 808 002

Internet: www.scandichotels.

TOURIST INFORMATION

Jussi Hellsten/Visit Helsinki

Discover Helsinki

Discover Helsinki is an

insider's guide to

Helsinki, providing

comprehensive and

up-to-date information for

visitors about events,

sightseeing and how to get around the city.

Through the Discover Helsinki website and 

mobile application you can read regularly

updated articles for practical tips and interesting

information about Helsinki, nd public transport

and taxi services with ease, as well as obtain

exclusive discounts at a wide range of stores and

restaurants through the free mobile app.

Photo: Tero Leponiemi / Discover Helsinki

Address: Itälahdenkatu 22B, 00210, Helsinki

Internet: www.discoverhelsinki.

Email: mari.jones@discoverhelsinki.
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Arriving in Helsinki
Helsinki can easily be

reached from anywhere

in the world. By plane -

Around 200 international

ights a day arrive at

Helsinki Airport, which is

situated 19 kilometres from the centre of 

Helsinki and can be reached by car in

approximately 25 minutes. You can also take a

taxi, the Finnair airport bus or the Ring Rail Line

train to the Central Railway Station. A taxi to

city centre costs approximately 45 euros.

www.navia./home

By train - There are excellent train connections 

from Helsinki to all major towns in Finland as

well as to Lapland. There is also a daily train

service to St. Petersburg and Moscow. The

Central Railway Station is a landmark unto itself

in Helsinki. www.vr./en

By bus - Buses from all around Finland arrive to 

the central bus station, from the largest cities

approximately every hour.

www.matkahuolto./en/

By ferry - There are daily ferry services to 

Helsinki from Estonia, Sweden and Germany. All

these ferry companies oer the possibility to

take a car with you.

There is also ship connection between Helsinki 

and St. Petersburg, (no cars permitted).

www.eckeroline./en, www.tallinksilja.com/en/, 

www.vikingline./en,

www.nnlines.com/ferry-trips,

www.stpeterline.com/en

www.portofhelsinki./en/passengers/arrivals-and

-depa

Passenger Terminals:

Hansa Terminal, Vuosaari Harbour

Provianttikatu 5 00980 Helsinki

Katajanokka Terminal

Katajanokanlaituri 8 00160 Helsinki

West Terminal 1

Tyynenmerenkatu 8 00220 Helsinki

West Terminal 2

Tyynenmerenkatu 14 00180 Helsinki

Makasiini Terminal

Eteläranta 7 00130 Helsinki

Olympia Terminal

Olympiaranta 3 00140 Helsinki

Photo: Visit Helsinki/Kimmo Brandt

Public Transport
With a single ticket you can hop on trams, buses,

the metro and even the ferry to Suomenlinna.

Day tickets available for 1 to 7 days allow

unlimited travel on public transport. Buy your

ticket in advance using the HSL app, from ticket

machines or from sales points, including kiosks

and several shops https://www.hsl./en/tickets-a

nd-fares/sales-points. NB! Due to the corona

virus situation, ticket sales is suspended at HSL

service points in Helsinki Central Railway

Station and Itäkeskus from 25 November 2020.

HSL area is divided into four zones, designated 

by the letters A to D, spreading out from the

center of Helsinki. Buy a ticket for all the zones

you travel through. In zones A, B and C, you

always have to buy a ticket for at least two zones

(an AB or BC ticket). NB! There are no one-zone

Destination: Helsinki
Publishing date: 2021-04-29



tickets for zones A, B and C. An ABC ticket

allows you unlimited travel in Helsinki, Espoo,

Kauniainen and Vantaa.

When you search for routes and timetables with 

the Journey Planner, it tells you which ticket you

need for your journey. https://www.hsl./en

Helsinki Card holders can travel free of charge 

on public transport. Helsinki Card City includes

free public transportation within the the travel

zones AB, while the Helsinki Card Region can be

used for traveling with the travel zones ABC.

Helsinki Card Region can be used for traveling

from/to the Helsinki Airport.

https://www.helsinkicard.com/

HSL’s Service Point: Central Railway Station 

Metro Station, Mon–Fri 7.30 am–7 pm, Sat-Sun

9.30 am–5 pm.

Helsinki Region Transport www.hsl./EN

Tourist Information

The main Tourist

Information Center in

Helsinki is located in the

west wing of the Central

Railway Station (street

address: Elielinaukio 3).

The Tourist Information Center is closed 

30.11.2020 - 16.5.2021 in line with the decision

of the coronavirus coordination group of the

Helsinki metropolitan area. Online, chat and

telephone services replace personal customer

service.

The brochures are available according to the 

opening hours of the station building.

Helsinki Tourist Information's electronic service 

channels are open daily from 9 am to 4 pm. The

Tourist Information will be available again at the

Helsinki Central Railway Station’s Tourist

Information Oice when the restrictions end on

16th of May 2021.

Telephone service: +358 (0) 9 3101 3300 

E-mail: helsinki.touristinfo@hel.

Chat: the service is open on the myhelsinki. 

page

During summer season from June to August, you 

can also get your information from the Helsinki

Biennial Pavilion right next to the Old Market

Hall, as well as from the green-clad Helsinki

Helpers patrolling the streets.

Photo: Visit Helsinki/Jari Kippola

Phone: +358 (0) 9 3101 3300

Internet: www.myhelsinki./en

Email: helsinki.touristinfo@hel.

Telephone
Country code: + 358

Area code: (0)9

Free WiFi in Helsinki

The city of Helsinki oers

a free WLAN-service for

residents and travelers

alike. No passwords or

registration required. Just

look for "Helsinki City

Open WLAN" from the available networks.

Photo: Visit Helsinki/Jussi Hellsten

Taxi

Taxis are easy to hail in

the city centre except

during the busiest

periods. Taxi stands are

conveniently located

throughout the centre.

Taksi-Helsinki 
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www.taksihelsinki./en

Lähitaksi

www.lahitaksi./en

Kovanen

www.kovanen.com/en/

Photo: Taksi Helsinki

Pharmacy
24-hour service:

Yliopiston Apteekki

Address: Mannerheimintie 96

Other pharmacies in the city centre:

Yliopiston Apteekki, Mannerheimintie 5, open 

Mon-Fri 7am-12 midnight and Sat-Sun 8am,-12

midnight

Apteekki Bulevardia, Bulevardi 13, open Mon-Fri

8:30am-7pm, Sat 10am-5pm

Electricity
220 V

EVENTS

(c) Jussi Hellsten/Visit Helsinki

Helsinki is a lively and dynamic city with a 

fantastic selection of over 3,000 events held each

year. The streets, parks and boutiques of

Finland’s capital are lled with lively events

throughout the frosty winter, the fresh spring,

the easygoing summer and the cosy autumn – all

the way through to the next New Year. Find out

what’s on – something is sure to be happening in

Helsinki all through the year!

Helsinki Design Week

Helsinki Design Week is

the largest design festival

in the Nordic countries.

Held annually in

September, the

multidisciplinary festival

fulls the city with more than 250 design events, 

such as exhibitions, open studios, talks,

installations and markets for both professionals

and visitors. If you are a fan of Finnish design or

want to explore the latest trends in architecture,

fashion, graphic design and urban culture, this

festival is for you.

Photo: Otso Kaijaluoto

Address: Around Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 315 77658

Internet: www.helsinkidesignweek.com

Email: info@helsinkidesignweek.com

Helsinki Christmas Market

You don’t always have to

go up North to explore

Finnish Christmas:

Helsinki has a lot of

unique Finnishness going

on. Taking place in the

centre of Helsinki in the Senate Square and 

surrounded by imposing neo-classical buildings

designed by Carl Ludvig Engel Helsinki

Christmas Market is part of Helsinki-ites’

traditional Christmas festivities. It's the oldest

and largest event of its kind in Helsinki. It's a

one-of-a-kind possibility to eat Finnish handmade

delicacies, buy traditional crafts and meet the

locals who prepare them in person.

Destination: Helsinki
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Photo: Jussi Hellsten

Address: Senate Square, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 50 5443212

Internet: tuomaanmarkkinat.

Lux Helsinki postponed to 2022

Light festival Lux

Helsinki lights up the city

centre ,in the beginning

of January, during the

darkest time of the year

with magnicent light art.

This free of charge city event can be enjoyed 

when the winter sun goes down.

Photo: Lauri Rotko / Visit Helsingin Materiaalipankki

Address: Helsinki city centre

Internet: www.luxhelsinki./en

Matka Nordic Travel Fair postponed to
January 2022

Organized annually in

January at Messukeskus

Helsinki in Finland,

Matka Nordic Travel Fair

is the largest travel

industry event in

Northern Europe. More than 1000 exhibitors 

from 80 dierent countries ensure an impressive

start for the travel year. In addition to

destinations abroad, the popularity of domestic

tourism ensures that all of Finland is also

present in miniature size on a yearly basis.

Photo: Matkamessut

Address: Messuaukio 1, 00520 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 450 3250

Internet: http://matka.messukeskus.com/?lang=en

Email: customer.service@messukeskus.com

Helsinki Cup Ltd.
Helsinki Cup is a

international junior

football tournament and

we have around 20

dierent nationalities

participating in the

tournament each year. Secondly Helsinki Cup is 

a tournament for both genders – both boys and

girls are warmly welcome to Helsinki Cup! In

2020, we will celebrate the 45th edition of the

tournament.

Photo: Helsinki Cup sites.

Address: Urheilukatu 5, 00250 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 640 8750

Internet: www.helsinkicup.

Email: helsinkicup@helsinkicup.

Savonlinna Opera Festival postponed to
summer 2021

Following the Finnish

government’s ruling

regarding events in

summer 2020, this year’s

Savonlinna Opera

Festival has been

postponed until 2021 to help control the 

coronavirus epidemic. The programme scheduled

for 2020 will be performed in Olavinlinna next

year instead. Any tickets already bought or

reserved will automatically be valid for summer

2021 performances.

Photo: Valtteri Hirvonen

Phone: +358 15 476 750

Internet: https://operafestival./en

Email: sales@operafestival.
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Habitare Interior, design & furniture fair
postponed to September 2021

Habitare is Finland’s

largest interior, design

and furniture fair and the

most prominent showcase

of Finnish design.

Habitare inspires, oers

experiences and presents a wide range of ideas 

for various needs in homes and other spaces.

Come and nd your favourites, get ideas, enjoy

the Habitare experience, and check out trends!

Habitare will celebrate its 50th anniversary in

2020. The theme Art of Living! is all about

cherishing the moment, and having an optimistic

outlook on the future.

Photo: Habitare

Address: Messuaukio 1, 00520 Helsinki

Phone: +358 40 450 3250

Internet: https://habitare.messukeskus.com/?lang=en

Email: customer.service@messukeskus.com

Flow Festival will not take place in 2021 due
to coronavirus pandemic

Flow Festival is a

carefully curated,

high-quality festival with

an innovative and

content-driven program

that is an inspired

mixture of popular culture and experimental 

arts. With broad music and arts program,

hand-picked food and restaurant services,

thoughtfully designed and decorated festival

area and extensive sustainability program Flow

has put a new benchmark on the European

festival scene.

Photo: Flow Festival / KopterCam / Petri Anttila

Address: Parrukatu, 00540 Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 7531 560

Internet: https://www.owfestival.com/en/

Email: oice@owfestival.com

Helsinki Festival

Finland’s largest arts

festival will once again

provide a diverse

programme of events

throughout the city, with

experiences ranging from

classical to world music and pop, from drama to 

contemporary dance, and from visual art to lm

and children’s events. We hereby invite and

encourage you to lose yourself in the Night of

the Arts or get carried away with our fringe

programme. This is a festival that brings the arts

to everyone!

Photo: Sasa Tkaican / Helsingin Juhlaviikot

Address: Helsinki

Email: www.helsinginjuhlaviikot.

Helsinki International Film Festival – Love &
Anarchy

HIFF – Love & Anarchy is

the coolest lm festival in

the Northern

Hemisphere. In

September, Helsinki is

transformed into a

moviegoers’ paradise with a programme lled 

with inventive, visually stunning and

groundbreaking new lms from Europe and

around the world.

Photo: Mari Mur / HIFF

Address: Helsinki

Internet: http://hi./en/
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Helsinki Baltic Herring Fair
The oldest traditional

event in Helsinki has

been held since 1743. The

shermen working on the

Baltic Sea bring each

October their salted

herring to market, as well as a delicious 

selection of herring marinades from rowan

berries to red pepper. Of course, you can also

nd delicious dark bread in the archipelago

style, clothes made from the wool of island

sheep, and other handicrafts.

Photo: Kimmo Brandt / Visit Helsingin Materiaalipankki

Address: Market Square

Internet: http://stadinsilakkamarkkinat./en

May Day Celebration 2021 is cancelled to
corona virus safety measures

The Havis Amanda

fountain statue is washed

by university students as

the prelude to the city's

May Day (Vappu)

celebrations. This fun

ritual, in which Havis Amanda also gets her 

student cap, takes place on the evening before

May Day and attracts thousands of viewers to

the Market Square.  The partying continues the

next morning with traditional herring and

champagne picnics in Kaivopuisto Park and

Ullanlinna Hill.

Photo: Jussi Hellsten / Helsinki365

Address: Helsinki city centre

Internet: www.visithelsinki.

Elämys Group
Elämys Group has years

of experience in

organizing all kinds of

events in Finland and

Europe. Elämys Group

has produced events in

more than 50 countries and know the nest 

Finland has to oer. Whether for a corporate

seminar or a stakeholder event, we are your

number one partner. The expertise and

resources span all frontiers in event planning

from logistics management, design and

production to entertainment and total technical

support. The experienced and dynamic team of

experts focuses on your needs and creates a

successful event on their basis.

Photo: Elämys Group

Address: Vironkatu 3, 00170 Helsinki

Phone: +358 400 182 749

Internet: elamysgroup.com

Email: contact@elamysgroup.com

12.6. Helsinki Day

Helsinki celebrate and

entertain residents and

visitors on its birthday,

12 June. Helsinki Day has

become a city festival

that oers lots to see and

do for people of all ages. The city centre will be 

lled with people, music and events, but Helsinki

Day will also be celebrated outside the centre in

the city’s districts.

Photo: Jussi Hellsten / Helsinki365

Address: Helsinki

Internet: https://helsinkipaiva./en/
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Seurasaari Midsummer Celebration
The traditional

Midsummer Eve

celebrations in Finland

involve bonres, dances,

games, spells and

weddings. You can

experience these all and more on Seurasaari 

Island in Helsinki. The event honours Finnish

Midsummer traditions with handicrafts

demonstrations, musicians and folk dancing, and

one lucky couple is wed in the historic church on

the island. The evening’s program culminates

with dancing and the lighting of bonres, which

can also be admired from the sea aboard a

cruise.

Photo: Miikka Pirinen

Address: Seurasaari Island, Helsinki

Internet: www.seurasaarisaatio.

TUSKA festival 2021 will be cancelled due to
corona virus safety measures

Tuska festival unites

heavy metal fans around

the globe for 3 nightless

days in June. Festival is

held in an old industrial

environment @ Suvilahti.

This unique metal festival oers specialities such

as Cham-pain bar, Black dining restaurant

concept, sauna and musicly everything from

Korn, Ghost, Slayer to Heilung, Carpenter Brut

and Behemoth.

Photo: Jesse Kämäräinen / Tuska

Address: Suvilahti, Helsinki

Internet: https://www.tuska./

Email: tuska@fme.

Population
620,715

Currency
Euro, €1 = 100 cents

Opening hours
Department stores and shopping centres are open weekdays
9am-9pm, Saturdays 9am-6pm and Sundays 12noon-6pm
(9pm). Smaller shops are usually open weekdays 10am-6pm
and Saturdays 10am-3pm (4pm).

Internet
www.myhelsinki.fi
Twitter@myhelsinki
IG@myhelsinki
www.facebook.com/myhelsinki
www.facebook.com/visithelsinki

Newspapers
Helsingin Sanomat, Hufvudstadsbladet (Hbl), Ilta-Sanomat, 
Iltalehti
International edition of Finland’s leading daily newspaper: 
www.hs.fi/english

Emergency numbers
112

Tourist information
Helsinki Tourist Information
Helsinki railway station, Kaivokatu 1 (VR ticket office)
Tel: +358 9 3101 3300 (Mon-Sat 9-15:30)
helsinki.touristinfo@hel.fi
www.myhelsinki.fi
Mon-Fri 9-18, Sat-Sun and during public holidays 10-17, and 
during summer season, 3.6.-15.9., Mon-Fri 9-19 and Sat-Sun
10-17.

The Tourist Information Center at the Helsinki-Vantaa 
Airport is open 1.10.-30.4. Mon-Sat 10-18 and Sun 12-18,
2.5.-30.9. Mon-Sun 10-20.
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Abrahaminkatu A3 Karamzininkatu B1 B2 Pohjoinen Makasiinikatu C3

Albertinkatu B3 B4 Kasarmikatu C3 C4 Pohjoinen Rautatiekatu A3

Aleksanterinkatu B3 C3 D3 Kasarmitori C3 Pohjoisesplanadi B3 C3

Annankatu A2 A3 Katajanokankatu D3 Pohjoisranta D2

Argelanderintie C4 Kauppatori C3 D3 Porthaninkatu C1

Arkadiankatu A2 Keskuskatu B2 B3 Puistokatu C4

Aurorankatu A2 Kirjatyöntekijänkatu D2 Punavuorenkatu B4

Bernhardinkatu C4 Kirkkokatu C2 D2 Pursimiehenkatu B4

Bulevardi A4 B3 B4 Kivelänkatu A1 Puutarhakatu C2

Cygnaeuksenkatu A2 Kluuvikatu C3 Rahapajankatu D3

Dagmarinkatu A2 Kolmas linja C1 Ratakatu B4 C4

Eerikinkatu A3 B3 Kopernikuksentie C4 Rauhankatu C2 D2

Ehrenströmintie D4 Korkeavuorenkatu C3 C4 Rautatie tori B2 C2

Erottajankatu B3 Kristianinkatu D2 Ritarikatu D2

Eteläesplanadi C3 Kruunuvuorenkatu D3 Runeberginkatu A2 A3

Eteläinen Hesperiankatu A1 Köydenpunojankatu A3 A4 Ruoholahdenkatu A3

Eteläinen Makasiinikatu C3 Laivasillankatu C3 D4 Ruusulankatu A1

Eteläinen Rautatiekatu A2 A3 Laivastokatu D3 Salomonkatu B2 B3

Eteläranta C3 Laivurinrinne B4 Sandvikskajen A4

Fabianinkatu C3 Lapinlahdenkatu A3 Satamakatu D3

Fabianskatu C2 Lapinrinne A3 Sepänkatu B4

Fredrikinkatu A3 B3 B4 Leppäsuonkatu A3 Siltasaarenkatu C1 C2

Haapaniemenkatu D1 Liisankatu C2 D2 Siltavuorenranta C2 D2

Hakaniemen torikatu C1 Luotsikatu D3 Simonkatu B3

Hakaniemenranta C1 D1 Lutherinkatu A2 Snellmaninkatu C2

Hakaniementori C1 Lönnrotinkatu A4 B3 Soankatu C3

Hallituskatu C3 D3 Malminkatu A3 Säästöpankinranta C1

Helenankatu C3 Malminrinne A3 Tarkk’ampujankatu B4 C4

Hietalahdenkatu A3 A4 Maneesikatu D2 Tehtaankatu B4 C4

Hietalahdenranta A4 Mannerheimintie A1 A2 B3 Temppelikatu A2

Hietalahdentori A4 Mariankatu D2 D3 Tervasaarenkannas D2

Hämeentie C1 D1 Maurinkatu D2 Toinen linja C1

Iso Puistotie D4 Merimiehenkatu B4 C4 Tunturikatu A2

Iso Roobertinkatu B4 Meritullinkatu D2 Tähtitorninkatu C4

Itäinen Puistotie D4 Mikonkatu C2 C3 Töölönkatu A1 A2

Jaakonkatu A3 Museokatu A2 Töölöntorinkatu A1

Jääkärinkatu B4 C4 Neljäs linja C1 Unioninkatu C2 C3

Kaikukatu D1 Nervanderinkatu A2 Urho Kekkosen katu A3 B3

Kaisaniemenkatu C2 Näkinkuja C1 Uudenmaankatu B3 B4

Kaisaniemenranta B2 C2 Näkinsilta D1 Vilhonkatu B2 C2

Kaisaniementie B2 Oikokatu C2 D2 Vironkatu C2 D2

Kaisaniemi C2 Oksasenkatu A2 Vuorikatu C2 C3

Kaisankuja B2 C2 Olympiaranta D4 Vuorimiehenkatu C4

Kaivokatu B2 B3 Perämiehenkatu B4 Vänrikki Stoolinkatu A1 A2

Kalevankatu A4 B3 Pieni Roobertinkatu C3 Yliopistonkatu C3

Kanavakatu D3 Pietarinkatu C4 Yrjönkatu B3

Kansakoulukatu B3 Pohjoinen Hesperiankatu A1
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